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Army correspondence of the I’rere.
Letter from James River, Va.

Editors Press :—No. 6 of your neat, spicy,
and well-filled pajier has. on this Anniversary
natal

country’s

morn,”

first

had sent the writer this

gladdened

A kind friend

number, and it has

gone the rounds. “Ours” of the 5th Iteing an
fait in matters literary as well as military, it
may uot be amiss to state here that your debut
is of a character that merits and receives their

highest approbation. lit this, however, we do
not include your politics; as soldiers we have
nothing to do with them; for
“Ours not to

and hence we know

inquire why—

To them

we

nothing

have unlimited faith.
success,

direction;

look for

an

the

quiet

scenes now

in them

But your paper is
anti

artistically, editorially,

of such matters founded in

enacting on

Hither, then, let

take you.
As the telegraph has informed you, we have
had since Thursday week here in the space of

our

leave

mg sun before the deadly rifle and the still
more terrible storm of grape and cannister—to
tell of deeds of individual heroism, or, alas!—
for truth

requires it—of individual poltroonery.
us invoke the
pen of Hadley
—I follow only the footstep* of the glorious
Filth ? On that memorable Thursday, the last
in the leafy month of June, when McCall first
got tangible evidence that famous Stonewall
Jackson had given Freeinont the slip and had
got his greedy eyes upon the government stores
at White House, the Fifth was busy on the opposite side of the Chickahominy, in carrying
out the Vorktown policy of our gallant chief
in bttildiug roads and digging trenches, and
while our comrades on that day were bravely
beating back this wily foe, we were kept busy
plying our spades. But the next day, Friday,
“Linden saw another sight.” At 3 A. M. our
regiment was turned out by the rapid discharges of musketry on our left, telling us that
Kearney wa« thus early at work. Soon the order comes: “prepare three days rations, and be
ready in half an hour to march.” This was
done in alacrity, although we all felt something
was now to be done. By 1 o’clock our brigade,
consisting of the lfith, and 27th N. V., (Will
f and 95th Penn., and our own regiment, was on
V the march for New Bridge, situated on the
For this task let

and

some

two

miles

from

our

strategy was successful. A
a retreat, as the frightchange
ened corres|K>ndents of the \. Y. Tribune persist in calling it)—a movement requiring the
nicest calculation even in

the presence of an
inferior enemy—was effected in a manner that
must stamp our chief as the leading military
mind of the age. Our base is impreguable,
and we can recuperate at our leisure, We
have suffered terribly, but I think not so se-

But if

confusion
done

This work

Col. Carroll's

rived from the
wa« a

five miles back.

some

brigade, just
Shenandoah valley, and w hich

ar-

part of Shields’ Division.

The men of

this

of our camp but still in
range of the enemies fire, we got orders to return and protect the sappers and miners in the

brigade s|M-ak in terms of highest praise
Shields, and are very much chagrined that
our wise senators
rejected his appointment.—
Toward noon our regiment was marched out
to this place, some two miles from the
landing,
where we are now encamped upon a beautiful
grass plot of an acre or so, surrounded on all
sides by shade trees. Our “Fourth" has been
a quiet one.
The enemy have kept a stile distance, tiring occasionally at our pickets. The
regimental bands, for the lirst time since the
evacuation of Yorktown, have given us a few
spirit-stirring airs, and our siege guns have
of

destruction of New

l

bellowed forth
dued

national salute.

last

All of

us

But

a

sub-

have looked

dear friends who have found
soldier's sepulchre among the Chicahominy

our
a

a

feeling prevails.
on

some

tlelds and swamps.
visited the various
the same

To-night Gen. McClellan
regiments, ami met with
enthusiastic reception as of yore.

A list of the killed and wounded of our regiment you will get ere this reaches
you4 It is
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and

to
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Saoadauock is one of the finest, most spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located

within three minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
C ustom House. Ac., being dicentre of the City.

Landing. Post Office.
rectly in the busiuess

Terms Moderate by the Week ar Day*
Bath, June 23. 18»3.
dtf

7 MILK STREET,
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,

thorized and

Marble
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H.
Ir

prepared to receive order* for

A\D BYIRY DESCRIPTION OF IACIIMKY,
Cock*, Valve*, Pipe* and Connection*, Whole-

STEAM AND

Retail.

GAS

Done in the best

FITTING,

manner.

Works 6 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,

receipt
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PORTLAND, ME.

BE A IM S O

duty

SIGN

AND

3NJ",

OBNAiVENTAL

PAINTER,
No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
TV" Orden* rolicited.

jiv) * 3in

L. J. CROSS,
141 Middle Street,

individually

most Extraordinary Cures in all Stages or
Consumption. It is recommended by manv thousand Phvsicians in the Uuited State* and
having been used w ith results unparallelled in tin* annals of medicine.
The Jfftjuijtht ’s/ihit< $ have a two-fold and
specific
action; on the one hand increasing the principle
which Constitutes Nervous Energy, ami on the
other, being tin- Most Powerful Blood Generating Agents Known.
In ca*«** of Nervous Debility
or Post rat ion of the Vital
powers, from any cause,
the Remedy has no superior.

Europe—

“WINCHESTERS GENUINE PREPARATION.”
Is the only reliable form of tlYFOFHoaPHiTER, made
after the«triginai Formula of Dr. Churchill. gJT"lxQUIRK Poll AND I'SK NO OTHER !
A

FAIR TRIAL IS A CERTAIN CURE !

Bottles for 85.

Jc23tf

ted States, by
J. WINCHESTER,

A SPECIFIC REMEDY FOB

FLOUR, PRODUCE. PROVISIONS AND GRAIN,
UNION ST., Parllantl.
dtf

MOODY,

&

Spermatorrhoea. or Seminal Weakness, and General
Irritability in either Sex.
Thi* malady, the ierrihle consequences of which are
too well known to require more than a bare allusiou
to them, is one of the most insidious, and therefore
dangerous, of all the long catalogin' of human ills.
It saps the very springs of Life, rapidly undermine*
the constitution, and siuks tin* unhappy victim into
imbecility and a premature grave! From one to three
boxes of tin*

GENERAL

j

Commission

merchants,

AM) WHOLESALE

I'EA'LKKR

PORTLAND, Mb.

itizen soldier*! remember you have a country to
and you are the men who can render most efficient aid in this holy and patriotic work. To render
success speedy
and certain, and to alleviate and
abridge the calamities of w ar. the President of the
United Mates has requested this call to In* made.
The Commander-iu-(’hief does not doubt that our
true-hearted soldiery will make such
response as will
still further illustrate the patriotism aud devotion of
our gallant and faithful State.
By Order of the ('omniander-in-t'hief.
JOHN L. HODS DON, Adjutant General,

TO

d3t

RAILWAY.
Buffalo, Dunkirk, and Niagara Falls.

nils road is broad or age and
New and bplendid bleeping Car*.

»y Tickets sold in

ty Von

AHMS 1

b provided with

Portland at lowest Boston rates

W. D. LITTLE, Agbbt,
opet 31 Exchange Street.
save money by securing tickets at thb

can

28.

dawtf

STEAMBOATS.
Steamship Company.

—

Portland and New York Steamers.
The splendid and that Steamship
“CHESAPEAKE,” Captain Sidney
Crowell, will antil farther notice run

portation

WASHBURN. Jr
Governor of Maine.

ISRAEL

jyM8t
KX1 KA< T

fr0,n BU Act of Congress, approved July 2*. 1*61. entitled, “An act to provide for
the suppression of rebellion against, and resistouee to
the laws of tl»e I'nited States, and to amend the act
entitled, ‘an act to provide for calliug forth the militia,’ Ac., |>assed Feb. 28. 17W”:
“Seitiox 3. And br it further enacted. That the
militia so called into the service of the I'nited States,
shall be subject to the same rules and articles of war
a* the troop* of the I'nited States, and be continu'd
ill the service of the I'nited States until discharg'd
by proclamation of the President; /*ror»</ed. That
such continuance in service shall not extend
beyond
sixty days after the commencement of the next session of Coitgrt***, unless t ougre*. shall expressly
law therefor: And proddedfurthrr. That
provide
tile militia so cal ltd into the service of the Unit'd
State*, shall, during their time of sendee, be entitled
to the same pay, rations, and allowance* for clothing,
a* an* or may he established
by law for the army of
the U nited States.”
j\'.M3t

by

A. W. BANFIELD,
(Successor

to F. J. Forristall and Mills k

ENGLISH, FRENCH

We believe it to lie, in the treatment of Spermatorrhea a* near a Specific as any medicine can In*."
It. Keith, M. D.—American journal of Medical
Science.

On and after April SR, the Steam*
NEW BRUNSWICK” end
“FOREST CITY” will, until fur_notice, leave P. 8. k P. R. R.
whan, foot vl state btrcct, as follows:
bteamer “New Brnuswick,” (apt. E. B Winch ester. will leave tor Kastfort and St. John every
MONDAY, at 5 o’clock. P. M.
Returning will leave 8t. John every THURSDAY
iloKNIMi, at 8 o'clock, for Kastfort. Portland
and Boston.
Steamer “Forest City," Capt. E. Field, will leave
for Eastport and St.John every THURSDAY at
6 o’clock P. M
Through tickets are sold by thb line connecting at
Kastfort with stage coaches for Machias, and
with Steamer (yucen for Robbinston. Calais. St.
Stephens, and St. Andrew s, and at the latter place
over Railway tor CANTERBURY; from thence
per
stage coaches tor Woodstock and Hoclton, which
is the cheapest and roost expeditious way of reaching
the Aroostook County.
We also ticket through per Steamers and Railwava
tor Windsor, Halifax, Digby, Fredericton,
Sussex, Monkton. Shediac, Princk Edward
Island, Pictou, North bHous or New Brunswick, Mirixumi, and Bat dr Chalkur.
C. C. EATON.
Jane 23.
dawtf

Forristall,

AND

GERMAN.

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS.

1 have found them all that could be desireil. Tlieir
effect has Iteeu truly wonderful. 1 used them in a
case of Spermatorrhoea of long standing which has
been under treatment for years. 1 think three boxes
will complete the cure.E. 1*. Dicker, M. D.
£ fP“This is not a Homeopathic remedy, nor is there
any mercury or other deleterious ingredient combined with it.
Price—31 per box. Six boxes for *5. bv Mail prepaid For sale bv all respectable Druggists, and at
the Sole General Depot in the l uited States, by

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,
STATIONERY, TOYS, k,c.,
28 and 30 Federal ami 106
ADDISOX

WINCHESTER. 80 John St., X. Y,
Sold at wholesale by W. F. PHILLIPS,
Portland, Me.
jum-23d&w4w

W. BASFIKLD.

follows:

This vessel is titted np with line accommodations tor
passengers, making thb the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for traveller* between New York
and Maiue. Passage 86.00, including Fare and btata

Wnn—
(»oods forwarded by thb line to and from Montreal,
(Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and bt.

John.

Shipper* are requested to send their freight to the
before 3 P. M., ou the day that she leave*
Portland.
For freight or passage apptv to
EMERY k FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
B CROMWELL k CO
H
No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Juuc 23. 1862.
dtf

steamer

MONTREAL

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

Mail Line.

ONE of the following flrat-claa*. powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH
AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
Hull EMI AN. ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from gucbec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry
Passenger* leave Portland per Grand Trnuk f rains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P M.,
connecting with Steamer at guebec every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glaagow:
Third Class. #30.

FANCY

••

as

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 I*. M and leave Pier 9 North Riv er, New
York, every .SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock. P. M.

First Class. #67

to

#82—according

accommodation,—which includes tickets

to

on

Grand

Railway.
Prepaid and rat nr it

Trunk

tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. #160
Apply to Kdinoustone, Allan k Co., Montreal, or In
No. 10
June

23.1882.

J. L. PARMER.
EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND.
dtf

(onyrets Streets,

Boston.

I
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SIXTEENTH REGIMENT.
15 Recruits Wanted
To till up

a

Immediately.

company from

CUMBERLAND COUNTY,
To

serve

three years, unless

Better inducements
$100

are

soouer

discharged.

offered than

ever

before.

BOUNTY AT THE END OF THE WAR,
And Mn

ACRES OF LAND,

Together with $2.00 Bonus, and
Pay authorized by Congress.

Recruiting

<

jy#

MOODY.

eodtf

iug.

save,

FRANKLIN C

June 23.

under the General Orders of the War
Department,
No. 61, to repair immediately to Aunapolis,
Maryland.
All the former class not repairing forthw ith to their
regiments, and those of the latter class w ho do not
immediately proceed to Annapolis,will be reported as
deserters, and liable to be treated as such, unless they
immediately, upon the receipt of this Order, report
themselves at Augusta in
person.
All officers of the Militia, all magistrate* and all
good {Mople of the State, are most respectfully and
earnestly requested to give notice to John L. llod*dou. the Adjutant General of this State, of the presence of such soldiers in their vicinity,
giving their
uanies, the company and regiment to which they belong when known, with the place* w here they now
are.
Such soldier* will obtain passe* for their*transto Augusta, from Major General Win. W.
Virgin. N*orwa> ; Col. E. K. Harding. Ass’t yr. M.
General, Portland; Major General Win. II. Titromb,
Kttckland; Major Genera] James II. Butler, Bangor;
Lieut. G. W. Sabine. Eastport; aud Maj. F. D. Sewall. Bath. All of which gentlemen an* authoriz'd to
give passe* for the above purpose*, which conductors
of railroad* aud manager* of other public
conveyance* will regard a* sufficient.

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

ANDREW T. DOLE.

Via

or*

IMPORTER ASD DEALER IS

IN

FLOUR, OORH AHD PRODUCE,
QUARTERS,

Specific

Fill are sufficient to effect a jioriu the most aggravated cates, whether
constitutional, or arising from Abuse or Excesses.
luaneift cure

bility

86 John Street, N. Y.

merchant,

Pnrtland, Junr 28, 1382.

for each man enlisted by them and
mustered into the service of the United States.
The necessities of the service admit of no delay, and
it is most earnestly hoped that the several Major General* will see that the requirements of this order are
promptly executed, and the < irderly Sergeants or other parties designated a* recruiting officers w ill omit
no effort on their nart to secure as
many recruit* as
possible for the Volunteer Regiment*.
A* member* of the Militia w ill be called into actual
service under the laws of the United Mate* aud of
this State, a* Militia, for a period which in all probawill bo quite as long as that for which they
would Ik* held a* Volunteers, the advantage* to lx* derived by the soldier in volunteering, in the matter of
premium, advance pay. bounty, aud other benefit*,
are so great and obvious that it is believed there will
Ik* no hesitation in enlisting as Voluut<*or*. rather
than to serve as Militia, in which capacity they will
receive nothing but monthly wage*, ration*and cloth-

bottle*, 81— Six
Bottle*. 82—Three

( Irculars gratis.
for
Sold bv all respectable
Druggists, and at the Sole General Depot in the Uui-

ASII WHULKAAI.E I'KALKK III

HI A I X E.

compensation

Iu sixteen

ounce
ounce

Manning k Brown,

Com mission

JOHN L. HODSDOX,
Adjutant General.

Adjutant Gknisral's Orrn k.
Atouata, July 7th, 18^52.
GENERAL ORDER, No. 17.
To the Major Generals qf the Mi fit in
Accompanying this you will receive General Order
No. 16, with Proclamation* of lli* Excellency the
Governor, aud recruiting papers aud instruction* to
Ih» put into the hand* of the Orderly Sergeant or some
other |M»r*on of each of the companies organized under your direction, with a request that
they will enlist all such person* therefrom, or others, as mav be
possible. For this service they w ill receive a suitable

seven

C. D. BROWN,
Successor to

j

HEAD

Bronchitis, Nervous

Prostration, Genera! Debility, Dvspepsia. Scrofula. Marasmus, Loss of AiijHtitc, Neuralgia,
Female Complaint*, and all Disorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.
This remedy has obtained a great reputation for

lyi’RlCES—In

Watch-Maker,

Chronic

THROUGH TICKETS

JPW

To Chicaqo, CucnnfATt, Clitklasd, Detboit,
Toliiki, 8t. I*aul. La I'bomi. 8t Loci*,
New u*lka*«, or any part of tba
West, south or north west,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Executive Depaktmext,
Augusta, July 7,1868.
It is known that large numbers of soldiers are absent from their regiment*, some ou furlough and some
on sick leave, who are now able to return to the
regiments, w here they are needed for the service of their
country. There are other invalid or wounded soldier*
who are able to travel, although their disability
may
not have been wholly removed, and w ho are
required

FOR THE PREVENTION AND Cl’RE or

Consumption, Asthma.

Peetlaad. Me.

N. B.—All work being promptly and personally attended to, i* warranted to give thorough satisfaction.

seventy-live

Passengers for this route will take the ears at tha
Portland. Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots. In Portland
S. W. EATON. Snp’E
Farmington May 5,1883.
jnneffldtf

International

PREVENTS.Liver Complaint*& Bilious Fevers,
RELIEVES.4'ou*tipation and Headache,
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
lm
July 1, 1862.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
or

lVSdlllp#**

an

SI AIIV E.

Me.

MANUFACTURER OF

sale

*taoe roxntcTtoxs.

Stage leave* Strickland's Ferry Tuesday*. Thnr*day, and Saturday*, for Livermore. Canton, pant
and DlxHeld; returning
opposite dsvs.
stage leaves North Jay for Fast Dixteld, Dfxfleld,
and Weld, on Tneadavs, Thursday, ind
Saturdays i
returning opposite days.
Stage leave* Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and Klngfield, on Wedneadavs and Salar*
day*, mtumiug on Mondays and Fridays,
^*rminF,0,, dlilT. for Strong, Avon

TITCOMB,

APOTHECARY,
373 Congress Street,
Portland,
CUKES.Dyspepsia,
and
CORRECTS.Indigestion
Flatulency.

J. L, WINSLOW, Agent,

Steam

ton.

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

PORTLAND. ME.

je23tf

coiujianies

OF

Work and

Monumental

Cararr af I'rarl and Frdrral Sta..

call the said u mini formed
Militia, or a portion thereof, into actual service; it is
ordered tliat the Major General of each Division in
this State take measures forthwith for the organization of all the Companies of Infantry’ from the enrolled, ununi formed Militia of his command, by the
issue of orders forthwith to the Orderly Sergeants of
such companies to call out their
without
delay, for the elections of officers, returns whereof are
to be made to the Adjutant General forthwith.
After
the
of such returns, orders will be promulgated for the organization of two regiments of Militia
in each division, to la* formed and constituted from
said companies by detachment or detail. Jt is exof calling out com|>aiiie* and
pected that this
electing officers thereof, will be performed in
the shortest possible time after the
receipt of this order.
3d—All the members of the ununiformed Militia
will he relieved from service under this order,
upon
enlisting iu either of the re giments of Maine Volunteers already in the Held or now
being raid'd for the
the United States, in which case each will
! service of
receive a premium of two dollars, one month's adi \ancc
pay, and a bounty of twenty-five dollars iu advance. To those who join a regiment already in the
field, the advance pay and bounty will In? made each
into the service. If he
upon his muster
joins a new regiment, he wifi receive his advanc*- pav
upon the muster of his company into the service, and
his advance bounty upon the mustering of bis
regiment, making tltc total amount which ne will have
received, U|»oii tlie muster-in of his regiment. Forty
Dollars.
In addition to the foregoing, at the expiration of
his term ol enlistment, or upon his honorable discharge from service, he will receive a further cash
dollars, which, iu the event of
bounty of
his death, is payable to his family.
1
will
receive authority in writing
Recruiting agents
from the Adjutant General, and such other persons
as may hereafter be designated.
By order of the Uommander-in-Uhief.

STATE

THOMPSON,

Grindstoue*.

required to

d&wtf

Work.

Chimney Piece*,

On and after Mompat, Mav 5, IMS,
will leave Portlaad for Lewiston
rannington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
I.cave Farmington fbr Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 3.15 A. M.
Ismve Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Fmight trains daily between Portland and Lowfe-

Jane

-PREPARED BY-

H.

A RR A SO EX EXT.

SlE9mirains

office.

Frogs Served to Order.

1

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Marble

of (he Season

STATE OF

AND SILVERSMITH.

L.

june23dtf

aiul

V Meals to Rioular Boardkrb at Reduced Rates.
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to S
o’clock.
jcOedtf

Also, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland, June 23, 18»S.
tf
.—

Manager

Augusta, April, 18S2.

by tiik

APPLE LEMONADE,
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

JT

Partlaad, Me.

~-

Stages leave Bath daily (Sunday, exeepwd) at 3 00
1 >L, on arrival of train from Portland
and Boaton,
for \S iac***et, Danmnscotu,
Waldoboro’, Kocklmnd
and Ihomanton.
Stage* have Augusta dally (Sundav, excepted), (br
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Bo*,
ton.
Tickets sold In Boston Ibr all the stations on
tba
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run dally between August* and Port,
land.
B. H. Cl’SHMAN,
and Superintendent.

ERIE

BROOK TROUT aad all klads of CAME
Served to order.

Partlaad. Mr.
j<-23tf

1-1

PORTLAND, ME

Served up at all hours.

Manufacturing Jeweler,
^

wt, and affords one of the most
from the dust and turmoil of our

TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AXD FRIDAY.

W.n. H. II. HATCH,

1

Leave Portland fnrdtath and Augusta at LOOP M
at Brunswick with the
Aidroscoggin
train* for stations on that road ; and at Augusta With
the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad fbr Watervill*.
Kendall’s Mills and ttkowhegan, and al Kendall’*
Mills wilh the Penobscot k Kennebec Road tor Pitta*
held, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.
Morning Morning and Untuning F.ctning Trniut.
On Monday train* leave
and
Angusta at 5.30 A.
*1’i-do a. M., for Portland,
connecting with tba
8.44 A. M. train for Isiwell and Boston.
L«*vc Portland on Saturday*. at 8.15 I*. M on V
rival of train from Boston, for Bath and
Augusta.
UTAOK COISSKCTtoX*.

connecting

ADAMS, Proprietor*

Every Delicacy

HEAP OF MERRILL'S WHARF,

HEAD QUARTERS,
Adjutant General’* Orrirm,
Augusta, July 6, 18*»2.
GENERAL ORDERS, No. 10.
In pursuance of
requisition and authority from the
President of the United Staten, the Governor and
Gommander-in-Ghi*-!' orders and direct*.
l*t—Tliat two additional Volunteer Regiment* of
Infantry, for the service of the Government, bo raised
and organized forthwith. The Seventeenth will rendezvous at Portland and tin* Eighteenth at Bangor.—
The exigency of the occasion is such that the utmost
and vigilance is required.
expedition
2d—Whereas the ununifornxHl Militia of this State,
constituted as provided by chapter ten of the Revised
.statutes, and subsequent acts, is subject to active duty
“iu case of insurrection, war, invasion, or to prevent
invasion, or to be inust<*red into the service of the
United States, upon a requisition made upon the Governor and Commander-in-chief
by the President of
the United States, by virtue of thie Constitution and
Acts of Congress," and the exigency hating ariscu,
when the Governor and Gommaudcr-iti-Ghief is au-

Farmington.

JOHN ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

141 Middle Street.

appointment.

iM from the

DEALERS IN-

;

even-

TIIE f ity of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on tin* coast of Maim—delightfulJy situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles

inviting retreats
cities.
large
Ibe

No.

ALBERT W LRB A CO.,

C'eatmerelitl Street.

class in

BATH, MAINE*

poor,

txkon itore, X*. 75 Middlr Strrrt,
ltl<M-k.) and rcppctftiNy invite public attlieir large and well aclected atock of

York street, Portland, me.
je33.lt f

STATE OF OTAIXE.

Augusta tor Bath, Portland and Boaton.lt 11 14 A.
M., Connecting ut Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad fbr Lewiston, Livcrmoro Falls, Wilton and

SUMMER

SAUADA1IOCK IIOISE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor,

Drug Store!

efinery,

•DOLE

by

a

Passenger trains will leave daily, (San-

SlC3Ef,l»'» excepted I as follows

mf

cararr

DIRIGO EATING H0U8E

we

successfully. But to
return to the regiment.
Thursday morning
the rebels had thy presumption to fire into our
camp, but they were terribly punished for their
temerity, and were sent skedaddling in great

sight

Bridge. Soon the original
order was repeated, and we crossed Woodbury's Bridge at quick time, and approached
the battle field, where the fight was now raging with a fury greater than ever before, Sykes
regulars being opposed, supported by several
batteries of light artillery, to the whole rebel
force of 70,000 men, who were rolled
upon him
regiment after regiment, in rapid succession.
Superior numbers foreed Sykes back as they
had McCall and Porter, and Slocum’s
division,
of which our brigade is a
fact, went in in gallant style just as the sun was
beginning to dip
behind the Western hills. Of the
particular
part our regiment took in this fight, it might
look vain-glorious in a member thereof to recount. I
will mention, therefore, but one
particular. After we had got well to w ork.

Sugar

IIai.l. Sec’y of State.

were

was

of

dim

tehen and lime to dare

was

STREET,

('aairest,

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BY WEEK
OR DAY.

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

t.eneral Orders will he issued immediately, giving
authority for raising new Regiments of Infantry .and
lor calling into actual service a portion of the uuuuilortned Militia of tlx? State.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.
By the Governor.
Joseph B.

in

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
drug* the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
the
of
public.
CHAR. p. CR08MAX.
THOR. H. POOR.
jo24tf

T. R. BURNHAM.

its capture would have entailed our destruction, the result shows our glorious Chief knows

therefore determined upon, snp|»ers being detailed therefor while we countermarched back
through our camp and down to Woodbury's
bridge. While executing this movement, the
enemy opened upon us with shell from their
longe range guns, happily without damage.
in

j

MIDDLE

PORTLAND, ME.

THIS is the largest Hotel in the State, possessing ail the modern improvements, and

Drags, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

FLAG.

23.

June

country!

!

tention

RKMEXnER THK NUMBER.
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CHAS* II*
Je23—3m

TF-State Agent for DAVIS &
NETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.

Have
(k«x

Commenced April 14(4,180.
[■■B

Preble Streets*

usually kept

rnosMAFi

flL’MMER ARRAEOKXnT.

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

Establishment.

New

Broadway.

as

bridge on the other side of the river, before
overwhelming force of the enemy, it soon
transpired that our brigade, which was to support these divisions, was cut off from joining

getting

i

j

Taint

MIDDLE SRREET,

SIGN OF THE BIG

PREBLE HOUSE,
Sltaated

Dye-StufTs,

Ami all other articles

THIS

patriotism;

probably equal, bnt at White Oak
swamp, on Monday, the enemy must have lost
five tootle. It was here that our artillery did
the work, and although we run a fearful risk,

encamp-

-A.nd

i* the only Room where either of the Burnham* are interested in the City, J. U. P. Burnhaving told hi* Room and gone to New York,

90

INSTRUMENTS.

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

Portland.

ham

FOREIGN

WARE,

Proprietor.

OPEN for Genteel Boarders—three miles
from Portland—within thirty rods of the
Ocean—with good opportunities for fishing,
sea-bathing and water excursions. A Steam-er runs from Portland dailv.
Experienced
it men in atteudanc.
je26*8w

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

ME.

Photographic Artist,

895

HENRY M. BRACKETT,

GOODS,

SURGICAL

Retreat,

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S ISLAND,

-ALSO-

T. R. BURNHAM,

90

GLASS

TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS. BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Ac.,

d3m

have suffered much, the enemy
have suffered more. At Gaines’ Hill our losses

LEECHES,

THOR. LYNCH.

June 23.

announced.

the
the

After

J

verely as the tkedaddling writers for the leading New York and Philadelphia papera have

Here we drew up in line of battle, and
McCall and Porter were retreating down by

them over this bridge, and its destruction

s

of front (not

ment
as

to

close at our heels.
McClellan

AND FANCY
APOTHECARIES'

BARKER,

PORTLAND,

advanced, that tranquility and peace mav lx? restored
throughout the land, that the Constitution and the
Union, which have been to us all the source of unmeasured blessings, may bo preserved; that Liberty,
of which they were the inspiration and are the selected
guardians, maybe saved, and that the light of one
great example may shine brighter and brighter, to
guide, to cheer and to bless the nations. To aid in
all these. 1 invoke of the people of this .state a prompt
and hearty
to this new demand upon their
response
and may they all unite in the work that
is before them, each laboring in his own sphere, doing what he can by his example, influence anil sympathy—proferring liis treasure, his time, his strength,
his hi*art, and his highest hope to the cause of his

beaten

temporary defences, and fall back

our

GENUINE MEDICINES.

Half Way Dow a Willow Street,

a (joint nearer tlie river and six miles lower
down, which we did, performing tlie last half
of tlie inarch through a drenching rain, witli
|
tlie mud ankle deep. There, ujkiii a broad
plain overlooking tlie river, our wearied columns found a few hours rest, undisturbed by
tlie roar of cannon—i. e., if lying on the damp
ground in shelter tents, with wet blankets and
the raiu all tlie while (muring down in torrents,
can be termed rent.
All night long troops I
came jMiuring in, and the morning dawned
upon a federal force of 80,000 men, w ithin a eircumference of 0 miles, and in a position to dofy the enemy, who in far greater strength was j

whole battalions melted like dew in the morn-

fright

At 12

a high bluff, in
easy shelling distant^ of tlie
gunboats. From thence, in tlie afternoon, we
inarched down ujkiii the table land, or broad
jilateau, which exteuds to tlie river, and turning into tlie woods commenced digging rifle
pits. No rest for tlie weary yet In the meantime Kearney was giving the enemy a terrible
drubbing in the vicinity of Mason's Hill. Early Wednesdays morning we were ordered to

parallel
traced in history. To us who have been actors
and participants in the scenes, there seems an
utter poverty of language to convey our impressions, or to portray what we saw and felt
It is not possible within the limits of this letter to give but an imperfect outline of dven
what part was assigned to the “Maine Fifth,”
much more to tell of the whole army—to picture the deadly strife of the combatants, to tell
of the terrible bayonet charges, to describe how

Chemicals,

Pure Drugs,

dtf

Summer

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PEKFCXERY,

SIGN PA. 11ST TER,

Our

Tuesday, having

DKALKR IX

WILLIAN CAPEX,

on

which cannot be

LYNCH,

PKLEO

the

march thither.

Bath, June 23, 1862.
JUNCTION OF FREE & MIDDLE 8T8.,

Q-rocers,

MERCHANTS,

386, Washington St., Bath.
•••Terms $1 per day. Stable connected

with house.

je23dtf

the enemy at all jioiuts, and accomplished our
object, we marched to Mason's farm, situated

country between the Chickahominy and the
James Rivers, a series of battles and military
to

JOHN

the enemy back so that we were enabled to
escape from our jierilous position, and resume

the “sacred soil.”

me

evolutions the

the nerves.

only speak.
artillery
played
artillery most beautifully, giving
us nothing to do but to dodge tne enemy’s
shells, liefore nightfall we had silenced the
enemy's batteries in front, and driven him back
to the swamp; butjustaswe were congratulating ourselves on our victory—boom! came
a shell from the direction w here
Kearney 's
force had been all day. For a time we thought
our chance of a Iiichmond prison good, but
tlie brave Kearney rallied his men, and drove

easy transition in thought to leave
of your sanctum for the more stirr-

ing

to

is

on

tliat stamps a lire, newspaper.
to say this much, for I claim a cor-

knowledge
long experience.

Such

fjjZLjS
1^1

Fine

Partlaad. Me.

chance to retaliate.

Of tlie centre 1 can

everything

rect

COMMISSION

tacked us with great fury on our right, grad- !
ually extending to the centre and left wing.— 1

hut our government as It is, and believe in no creed that is
not endorsed by Abe Lincoln and tjen. McClel-

It is

"Wholesale

HOTEL,

By C. M* PLUMMER.

ft

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Wldgery’g Wharf,)

wauled 24 hour's time to get our trains to the
gunboats, and we were therefore compelled to
hold our positions. About noon the enemy at- I

but to do and die,”

Ours

a

Gussettings,

roHTLAND, ML
J.o.TUKer.
j**30—3m<1&w

were

the rebel shells without

BATH

—

Elastic

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND K. R.

respectfully

hop's

in the

fighting trying
(midnight) we commenced the march towards
James Kiver, silently and rapidly, liesting a
few hours at Savage's station, we continued on
all day Sunday in the advance, and that night
were advanced as a picket force, with a
pood
prospect of a night attack, for the enemy were
pushing us close. No rest for the weary yet
Tin1 night was quiet, however. Monday we
marched back to our division, which constitute
ed the centre rear guard, Heintzciman being
on our right and
Kearney on our left. We

Camp 5th Maine,Turkey Brunch, I
(Near James River) Va., July 4,1862. (

me

MAINE.

Executive Department,
unavoidably left liehiud.
Auoum, July 4, 1862.
At 3 I’. M., the next (Saturday) morning
the
Maine:
To
People
of
|
we were again under arms, and at
number of troops is required bv the
daylight our j An additional
of the public sendee, and if raised immedithinned columns were again in motion. No * exigency
ately it is believed bv those who have the best means
of knowledge, that the war will lx* brought to a speedy
rest for tlie weary now.
On this day four
and glorious issue. Of this number the President o’f
companies were commanded by 2d Lieuten- the United States desires and expects that Maine
should
furnish her
ants.
We were again under fire, supporting a
proportion or quota.
Our gallaut and patriotic State has done her whole
battery in front of our old camp. Here we duty in the past, and she will uot falter nor fail in the
nor in the future.
lay all day and until 12 at night, exposed to present
That her material interests may lx* protected and

as

[THE

subscriber would very
announce to his numerous friends, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
--jcompuisory suspension of his business he
lias furnished this well-knowu house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customers, and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
d&wtf
Passadumkeag, June 23. 1862.
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_RAILROADS._

HOUSE,
Proprietor*

E. G. Mayo,
P ASSAD UMKEAG, MAINE.
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checked the advance

as

H.A.Y,

AND FINDINGS,
MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,
ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
BO Union, four doors from Middle Street,

Are to reform. With

wounded fell into the enemies hands,

COMMUNICATIONS.

Allow

—

of the enemy and secured a safe retreat for the
fatigued legions of Porter and McCall with
their immense baggage trains. Many of our

above.

the vision of “ours” of the 5th.

M., having

H.

Clothiers,

DEALER8

Lastings, Serges,

thinned ranks and weary, we returned across
Woodbury’s bridge, and reached our camp at

cr Job Printing of every description executed
dispatch; and all business pertaining to the ofpa)>er

going out of the

was

H.

HOT ELS.
C ENTRAL

BREED A TI KEY,

were

iment

with

in

OF

DRUGS & MEDICINES.

Temple Street,

Portland, June 23, 1862.
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GENTS* FURNISHING GOODS,

carried to the rear, which caused
few of our men, in the absence of any
commander, to follow them supposing the reg-

evening.

a

our

of

corner

AND

some

Of* All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editors qf the Press," and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
EFThe Portland Daily and Maine State |
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. R2J Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and eve- j
ning, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the

we

early part of the action,

Middle,

JULY

WEKBEB,

Eashionable

Ellery.

wounded, and the colors, by some unexplained means got detached from the regiment

vance.

indeed

100

was

Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad-

lan.

beginning of the fight, and at once left the
Our Adjt. was knocked off his horse by

the

charge less than fifty

above rates for each insertion.

of“our

flesh wound in the arm at

night closed upon the field of
courage, when amid a terrific shower of grape
and cannister.’we retired in tolerable order. In

Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the

or

then we lost

Our brave Lt. Col. Heath

a

TICKER A

three times until

Legal

fice

was

volley

staff or field officer, notwithstanding which we
maintained our ground, losing Hand gaining it

61.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions. Ac., under head of Amusements,
62.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, 61.60 per square for first week,
61.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
one

terrific

spent ball at about the same time, and made
horn du combat. Our Major was sick, and
thus in a few minutes we were minus a single

week, 61.26 per square; 76 cents per
One square every other day one week,

per line for
cents.

It

yards.

a

a

one

week after.

us

field.

Transient Advertisements,
or

gazed anxiously

MORNING,

BUSINESS CARDS.

lilierty to mention, our regiment is, temporarily, under the command of Lieut. Col. Frick,
of the tMith Pennsylvania. He is a brave and
prudent officer. There are men in the regiment, however, competent to take the command; but it is probable Col. Jackson will return in a few days, and things will resume
their former channel. Our officers, with the
exception of those already mentioned as
wounded, and Lieut. Pillsbury, of Co. B., who
is missing, arc all in good health and spirits,
and the esprit (lu corps of the entire regiment
is unimpaired. As the plans of our chief begin to be be understood, the countenances of all
assume u brighter glow, and confidence in our
speedy triumph permeates the whole army.

Capt. Stevens, Lt Lemont,
Atwood, were badly wounded. Col.

Jackson received

Rates of Advertising::

than

a matter of wonderment to us all that we came
from those battles with such slight loss. Owing to circumstances which I do not feel at

shot dead.

and Lt.

vance.

and

faces and gave

our

distance of 30

a

was

The

for three insertions

carrying death

the smoke to make sure, when the
rebels flouted their own detested ban-

most of our men.

Terms:

more

rifles were

the foe. a regt.. appeared on our left flank
waving a United States flag, and the cry went
along the line that wc were shooting our own
to

JOHN T. OILMAN, \
JOSEPH B. HALL, \ Edltor8Is

Springfield

our
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Trifle

a

month’s Advance

OLD CITY HALL, PORTLAND.
commence on

the

day of cn*

list men t.
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C11IARLES

CORCURRM STREET SEMINARY,

Office at

Corps Armory,

rr l*ay and Rations

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of July, in the year of our Lord cighteeu
hundred and sixty-two.
1) AKERS. Administrator of the esJ fate of Henjainiii Paul Akers, late of Portland,
in said
County, deceased, having presented his account of administration of said estate for piobate:
It trat Ordered, That tin* said Administrator give
notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
be published three weeks successively, in the Maiuc
State Press, printed at Portland, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland,
on the first Tuesday of September next, at ten of the
clock in tin* forenoon, and shew cause if any they
hate, whv the same should not be allowed.
WILL1A M G. It A R K< iW S, J udge.
A true copv.
•3
AttestECGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

JOHN M. MARSTON,
chas. l mcalllster,
Recruiting Officers.

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Miss E. L. Whittier,
rSHIE AUTUMN SESSION will

Principal.
commence

Sept.

M. 8th. ami Continue 1£> weeks.
Prior to July 21*t, full information can he obtained
of the Principal, 349 Congress Street. Hour* from
8 t<» 1 o'clock, except Saturdays. After that time npplieatiou mav lie made at 4<J State Street
Portland, June 23, 1832.
2awl0w

F. J. Forristall
June 23.

can

be found at the above

place.

wly

Notice of ForeelOMire.
hereby given, that the subscriber, SamTWfOTlCE
A.1 uel S. Webster', of Fortland, In the County of
Cumberland and Mate <>f Maine, claims by mortgage
is

certain tract of land situated in Falmouth, in said
County, bounded, loginning at the most south winterly corner of land now or formerly of Reval Leighton. thence easterly and northerly Lv the same to land
of John W. Freeman, thence easterly by the same to
land of Jeremiah llall. thence southerly and winterly by the same to land owned by Jeremiah Hobbs,
thence northerly aud westerly by the same and land
of Fltilip i.amnion to the county r»»ad, tlience northerly by said road to the first bounds; containing seveutit-n acres more or less, subject to I lie
right of Jeremiah Hobbs or his aligns to |»a*s and repassthrough
said premises.
Said real estate having been convoyed
in mortgage to Samuel S. Webster and Micah Sampson
by Dependence II. Furbish, bv his deed of August 22. 1866, recorded in the Registry of Deeds for
Cumberland County, in book 2*3. mm 897; which
mortgage w as duly assigned bv said Mlcali Sampsou
to Samuel S. Webster, June 3f», 18*2. a< will appear
by the assignment thereof recorded in -aid Registry,
a

to all of which records reference is to la* hail for a
more particular description. The condition of said
of mortgage is broken, and the subscriber, assignee of saiil mortgage, by reason t lie roof do claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage, und do hereby notify
ail }Mirti<*s interested of my claim to foreclose said
mortgage, on account of the breach of the conditions
thereof.
Dated at Fortland this first dav of Julv, A. D. 1862.
SAM L $ WF.B8TER.
Jul2—w8w •

dyed

LIVERPOOLPACKETS,
Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage. #3D. Also, Agent for New York
and Liverpool Steamship*, sailing from New York
every Saturday, and from Liverpool ©very Wednes1'aMn
day. aud railing at gueenstown. Ireland
Passage, #75 3.1 Class, #30
Sight Rills of Exchange, for LI Sterling and upwajd. payable at any Rauk in Great Britain or Ireland

constantly for sale.
Passage Certificates.

Steamer Ticket*, Drafts,
fart bar information. Address,
GKO. WARREN, «> state Street. Boston, Mas*.

For
for

or

SPIRITS TURPENTINE.
VATRONA SPIRITS TURPENTINE.—We invite
il a trial of the Natrona I urpentiue from all paintIt
er*. for either llonae or Ship work, inside or out.
i* frwi ftom »««//, with flat o.iual to spirits, evaporate* no foster, and for Blind Work cannot be excellrd. It works xgi'AL to the common spirits on all
kinds of paiiitiiig, or In Oil Uloth manufacturing.
As evidence of the excellence of the article. theAin<!rr-igned can refer to number* of the Unit painter*

of Boston and

vicinity,

if desired.

CHARLES TOITAX,
Agent for New England, 40 Fulton St., Boston.
For sal.' by Bauker k Carpenter, Merrill k Brother,
8. J Perkins A Co., Portland, aud Chav F. Potter

Augusta.

juue28wlm

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

General Howard in commencing his address,
said:—“1 will not say now this country is in
danger of being broken,—but it is threatened.”
He

14, 1862.

Monday Morning, July

-—----—

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.
GOVERNOR,

FOR

spoke

advantages gained by our

of the

Senator.,
Aroottook... .ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
Fort.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kittery,
GIHKON S. TUCKER, ofs.ro,
LUTHER SANBORN, ofFarsonsfield.
For

For County Commi«*ioiier*,
Aroottook... .THOMAS J. BROWN, of Hodgdon,
NATHAN N. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr’t.
York..lHMON RoltKKTS, of Lvm.n,
ALFRED HULL, of Slmploigh.
•

Aroottook... Vf ILLIAM SMALL, of Fort F.lrfield.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Well*.
For County Treasurer.,
Aroottook. .SAM’L BRADBURY, of X. Limerick.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.
..

For Register, of Deed.,
Aroottook.... LOUIS CORMIER, Northern Distrirt.
.1. o. A. BARTON. Southern District.
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.

Grand Patriotic Rally at the City Hall.

Saturday evening, promptly at 7 1-2 o’clock,
the spacious New City Hall was parked to its
utmost capacity, reponsive to a call for a public meeting to respond to the President’s demand for volunteers. The gallery was filled
with ladies, and the orchestra was occupied by
the Band of the 17th Regiment, U. S. A., which
did much, by its soul-stirring strains, to add

inspiration to the occasion. The door-ways
and passages leading to the Hall were densely
packed, and hundreds turned away disap)>ointed, unable to gain hearing distance of the stage.
The meeting, after music by tbe Band, was
called to order by the venerable cx-chief Justice of the Supreme Court, lion. Etiikk
Siieflky, father of the gallant Military Governor of Louisiana, on whose motion, after a
few patriotic remarks, the Mayor, Hon. W. W.
Thomas, was called to the chair.
Mr. Thomas, in assuming the chair, made a
few felicitous remarks, calling forth hearty applause, and invited Rev. W: T. Dwight, D. D.
to offer prayer, which was done with a felicity
of expression, a Spirit of patriotism and an
earnestness of manner—all iiervaded by, and
auliordinate to, a deep and fervent piety—that
did not Gut to inspire even the least devout

feeling that,

with a

above and

conflicts of the hour, there is

a

beyond all the
living and pre-

who will not suffer Truth to be

siding spirit,
curshed, or Righteousness
utterly faiL
iUiri

i/I.

|ntuci,

and

mw

l/wi^iu

Judgment
mmmm

to

ru

the first speaker. nn«l said—“Few if any in this

assembly

of a min-

propriety
ister of the Gospel speaking to the citizens
upon a subject of so much importance at this
and in alluding to the present state of affairs
in our country, spoke so earnestly of our prospects for the future, and our duty at the present, as to produce a feeling of the heartiest
will

question the

enthusiasm in the minds of his hearers.

Said

gentleman, “I have but just returned
a friend, the Chaplain of the
Filth Maine Regiment, and who, his whole
soul filled with patriotism and devotion to his
country’s cause, wanted only to be present at

the Rev.
from

t

visit to

a

the capture of Richmond.” Sooner, added the
speaker, “let my right hand forget its cunning,
my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth,
than that I refrain from uttering my sentiments
or

upon such an occasion.”. He alluded to the
stern school of military trial, in which said he,
“we have made the best soldiers the world
saw.

When the

war

commenced many

a

ever

face

gathered paleness and many a heart knew not
itself, but, through the battlefield and through
the

hospital,

challenge

soldiers

our

the admi-

ration of the world.”

He felt that decided and

vigorous action must

now

rebels should be crushed
upon.

be taken, that

as

the worm

In language of the

most

we

the

tread

affectionate

manner, he alluded to our noble President,—
Abraham Lincoln—to his far seeing policy, and

added. “let this

war

be

a

*hort one.”

In

speaking of the blow to be struch at Richmond,
said he, we have heard from the Chief Magistracy of the State, that were the army
strengthened to a certain amount, the blow
would be struck, and that speedily.
Let the
administration employ every power within
their reach to put down this accursed rebellion,
although I say it—minister that 1 am. I
would make

idle vaunt.

Yet, if God |>crEngland and Frauee to cross the Atlantic
in the experiment of a war with this
country,
no

mits

I feel that if then; is a traitor in New
England now, there will be none then. They will
find it much easier to come than to return.—
My friends, the time to show our love of liber-

ty

is when the time of trial comes.

The remarks of the s|a;aker were received
with demonstrations of the greatest satisfaction,

particularly
foreign intervention,
only regret our inability to publish the
speech in full, and thus do justice to the Rev.
gentleman, of whose address we have given
his allusion to

and we

but an abstract.
non. j.

it. lmtmmonfl

being

introduced

by

the chair, offered the
following resolutions:
Whereas, Tlie President of the l\ S. !im issued a
call tv the loyal Static, for an additional force of
3UO.00O men. to suppress the retwdtioti;
And trhereas, It is the duty, as well a* the interest,
of all loyal States and citizeus, to give a united and
hearty response to the patriotic policy of the Government,
We. the citizens of Portland, in public meeting asaembled, do hereby accord to the j*resident our cordial approval of ills measures, to give more vigor,
and success to our arm*; aud aver that we
promptness
will do oil in our power, as patriotic citizens, to aid
the Government in a
vigorous prosecution of the w ar
to a speedy and mocesshil issue.
Aud trhereas, an army com nosed of VOLtTVTEKR*,
who strike tor freedom for freedom's sake, is more
effective than a forced
It is hereby Resolved, That a liberal
encouragement
ought to be giveu to i>er*ous who are w illing to leave
their home*, their business and families, to fight the
battles of our country, aud uphold tin.* honor of our

levy.

flag.

And whereas. It is
important that our citv
should at once furnish its proportion of men, under
the new call, in number about three hundred
inen,

highly

therefore,
Resolved, That in order to encourage their enlistment, we recommend that Hie Citv Council offer
and pay froui the Pity Treasury *ucli'a*bmiut\ a*
they
may deem judicious, to our citizeus who shall euli*t
within thirty days.
Resolved, That it is the duty of the Government to
employ ©very man. with all the means and reoonrees
of the country, within its legitimate control, in a
vigorous and
energetic prosecution of the war, in order
to restore the integrity of the L'uiou, and
put dow u

lb© rebellion.
Resolved, That it is the
of Maine, as it must
be her pride, to maintain by still further sacrifices, the
honors which have accumulated on her name in a
hundred battles; and that she ought and will, with
alacrity, send forward her new battalions to the scenes
of danger and glory, to aveuge her slaughtered sons,
and to reap new laurels on the field of battle.

duty

Mr Drumtnond now

proposed, that,

a*

there

were so many of our citizens outside the
Hall,
who were unable to get in, he would address
them, which he did in his usual eloquent and
forcible style.

Judge Rice ujion being introduced by Ilis
Mayor, said that he had heard of
ambuscades, and forts being taken by surprise,
but lie did not imagine when he entered the
Honor the

liall. that he

w

to fall into an ambuscade, or
he did not expect to be called

as

surprised,
He spoke very feelingly and patriotically %of the great question at issue, coming
squarely up to public sentiment in all respects,
and sat down amidst rounds of applause.
Mayor Thomas now came forward, and, in
a very happy manner, introduced Geu. Howard, the hero of Fair Oaks.
be

as

upon.

•

following resolution, which was rehearty applause, and adopted
unanimously;
the

Retolred, That on tills first public occasion, after
tilt' call ot the President for additional troops, tiie
citizens of Portland would express their renewed and
increased confidence in him, the mention of whose
name tin ills every
heart—confidence in the
honor, courage, patient and unselfish devotion to the
cause of our country and the pn*servntion of Constitutional liberty, of George It, McClellan, and in his
military genius and ability to lead our armies to an
undoubted anil glorious victory, over the combined
forces of flic rebels South, and all others who are conspiring, directly or indirectly, to the overthrow of our
Government.

so

were

they

were

subject to the influences of a deadly malaria,
and poisonous vapors, that decimated our
ranks; that now they were upon higher ground,
where could lie obtained fresh and wholesome
air. In speaking of Gen. McClellan, he continued

I believe from my heart that he is worthy
trusted. I have seen and know him. I

:

to be

knew him at West Point, I knew him at Washington, and at the Peninsula, and I have never
known what his politics were until I was ininformed by the New York Herald. Gentle-

by the time we have shed a little more
blood, we shall have learned to love our country—a country that has ever supplied us with
every luxury. Said Gen. II, I do not worship
men,

any man. I do not say that Gen. McClellan
has no faults; 1 doubt if any of our military
commanders have made no mistake. I do not
ask you to trust him as a God, but I ask you
to trust him as a General, for he is worthy to
lie confided in

If there has been any undue
of rebel property, let me inform

protection

those who may be ignorant of the rules of
warfare, that the soldier must share the spoils.

protected the property of the
enemy beyond the precedent established by the
armies of Wellington, or by our own in Mexico.
We have protected it against marauders
only that our soldiers may return to the State
as good, morally, as when they left it.
The policy of Congress is to lie a more vigorous prosecution of the war than before;
and I am glad of it. 1 am in favor of employing the negro iu building our fortifications, and in digging our trenches, while we
We have not

do battle.

out to

go
He now

charged

the

people

of Maine to fill

up the decimated ranks of our soldiers in the
field, and, said he, “lay aside all partizan

good and w elfare of our country.
long shall we resist this rebellion ?
One month? one year? JVo.' but as long as
we exist.
Against this, only? No—but against
the whole world. Should other parties be unwise enough to step in, let them come; bnt we
shall triumph, for we are in the right. My
mother sent two boys into the field, and they
went and returned to get well and to go again.
He besought the women of Maine to give
for the

spirit,

And how

their energies to this great work, and, said
if a woman can say no good, let her keep silent.

liej

My friends,”

said he, in closing, let every
think for himself. Let him lx- thoughtful,

man

and let him come up to his duty like a man.”
Gen. Howard closed as he commenced, amid

perfect storm of applause ami cheers, ladies
waving their handkerchiefs, and gentlemen
swinging their bats, all perfectly frantic with
a

enthusiasm.

The reterence of the mutilated

gallant superior in command—McClellan—was most telling in its effect, and
must have rejoiced every patriotic heart.
If
hero to his

our men are

under

serve

asked to go to the battle-field to
military Captain, they need con-

a

fidence in that

Captain—in

his

capacity,

his

courage and his patriotism—and in an eminent degree did Gelt. Howard inspire this

feeling

in the hearts of those who listened to

him.

Mayor Thomas now introduced the Rev. Mr.
Stebbins, who was received with much applause.
The remarks of this gentleman were of the
most soul-inspiring character, aud as he pointed to the hero of Fair Oaks, the compliment
which he paid General Howard elicited shouts
both long and loud from the mass, show ing the
zeal w ith w hich they would endorse the heartfelt testimonial of the Reverend gentleman.—
He spoke of the sacrifices which we were now
called upon to make, and, added lie, “sacrifice
is the typical word of the divine life.” As the
s|x-akcr became warmed in his subject, his
whole frame dilated

with

patriotic emotions,

while the

eloquent words which fell from his
quick response from the hearts of his
auditors. He urged the immediate necessity
of putting our hands in our pockets with no
stinted liberality. Let us, Mr. Mayor, and
gentlemen, said he, give twenty-five, filly or
lips,

found

hundred dollars to those who

ill go to
the war. Aud then, let us pay the bills. As
an Instance of the selfish and sordid nature to
lx* occasionally met with in man, lie remarked,
one

a

vessel in

commission, and

he eoultl not give
He was,” added he, “a mean,
creature. He must have been too

cent.

me one

despicable

low in the scale of human
what

w as

“V

intelligence to know

the matter.”
till

ejnuim

fflUl

VU,

|K

A

Ulliti

Ultima-

the prospects of our country, to the
lion,
valor of her sons, and so wrought upon the
patriotic feelings of the audience, that many
to

unused to weep was suffused with tears.
Certainly, his style of oratory was at times
hordering upon the sublime. The multitude
an eve

swayed

intervals

by love

of country—
by a determination of vigor for the future, and
by the gentle feeling of pity, as the orator depicted
the sufferings of our gallant
at

soldiers in the Held.

Truly, the public of PortSaturday evening as eloquent
an
address, from this gentleman, as any
ever before listened to in this city.
Judge Davis, being now introduced by His
land

enjoyed

on

Honor, favored the audience with some very
patriotic remarks, which were listened to
with many demonstrations of enthusiasm. He
advocated immediate and prompt action upon
the part of the people of Maine.
having urged the importance of

put down this reltellion, and

Judge lliee
saying, let us
signified his read-

iness to go to the Held if he could be excused
from the Bench, Judge Davis said he had a

proposition to make to his colleague. There
eight Judges upon the Bench; seven could
do all tile buiiness for the next two years, that

are

ought to lie done.

league

that he

He would say to his colready to lie one of the sev-

was

do tlie whole business, and let the eighth
go to tile war; or, as lie was the youngest

en

to

member of the
the

i)nr

Bench, save one, he would be
go if tlie other seven would do the

to

The proposition

business.

was

received with

rounds of applause.

city

paper, and
occurred which

during his speech
an episode
we
regreted to see,
as we would have
tiad nothing take place to
distract the prevailing harmony. While we
say thus much, and express our deep regrets
a

that the sja aker should have deemed it necessary to refer to matters that could scarcely fail

produce unpleasant results, we sincerely
hope that whatever of discord was exhibited,
was the result of momentary impulse, not allowed to survive the occasion, hut submerged
and droicneil in a rising tide of patriotism
to

that shall know
men

God-speed
in'

no

in the hour of

aii«,

can

to

minor differences among
hut shall bid u hearty

peril,

who, by whatever
partic).- of aid to the

every one

bring

one

contusion

severe

a

other less

on

the head, and

injuries. Benjamin

B. Wright, another member of the same company, had one
of his ankles badly sprained, and was otherwise

injured, though not dangerously. Robert
Spear, Alonzo F. Hutchinson, and L. M. Clifford, also members of the same company, were
each somewhat bruised by the falling mass.

Ordinarily, such a resolution would be in
bail taste, as implying lack of confidence in
other military commanders; but inasmuch as
the troops railed for are expected to serve un-

ORIGINAL

jy^On

McClellan, such an expression wii*
lie construed in its practical bearing upon the
fact of encourging enlistments, and not as
implying lack of confidence in, or unwillingness to accord honor to, other
gallant comder Gen.

AND

SELECTED.

the first page will be found a letter
River, from the Maine Fifth. The

from James

8|ieech

recent

found

adoption of tiie resolution, Gen.
Howard expressed a desire to add a siugle
word. He believed those, who, through impatience, had complained of McClellan. were
not traitors, nor were those traitors who were
excessive ill their praise, of him. Men could

The Courier says that Thomas H. Talbot, Esq., has liecn appointed Lieut. Col. of the
18th

differ and still love their country. The effect
of the General’s remarks were most happy—

regiment.

w a dispatch from Gov. Washburn,
urday evening, says, “Men enlisting in old

like oil upon troubled waters, in restoring the
harmony of feeling which had been momenta-

iments will lie considered

as

part of

a

Sat-

regtown's

quota.”

rily interrupted.

eight years of age, named
belongs to Lee, Me., was dis-

A lad at suit

At tiie close of (Jen. Howard's remarks tiie

Thompson,

Band struck up a national air, and the large
audience filed out of the hall—now nearly 11

covered in

who
a

reservoir

on

the Fair Grounds at

o'clock—the

Bangor, ou Thursilay

American soil.

the heroic commander of the !>th Massachusetts Regiment, died at his residence in North
Bennett street at half past seven this morning.
He w as terribly wounded in the liice and head
in the recent battles on the Peninsula, and
brought home.—Boston Transcript, 12th.

pulsations of patriotism quickened, ami all apparently resolved to know no
such word as fail or discouragement, until our
flag again floats in triumph over every foot of

Death

For the Press.

A Practical Suggestion.

:y“If

spirit manifested by our citizens, and the
enthusiasm of the meeting of .Saturday evening,
show tliat our citizens are fully aroused to the
emergency, anil are willing to make sacrifices
in order that this city shall furnish its full quota
The

Tiie tax of each individual will

ZIP"

Tiie City Council

zens

orks, in paying

this

bounty in
equally.

two, luring

large,

of the Commission at this

fonn;

cents, men will refuse to keep it in circulation,
and tints contribute to the general embarrassment.
Gold is selling at 1-1 or fifteen per cent.

Hl.fRIIIN'O—A suffusion least seen in those
who have most occasion for it. [Boston Post.
Horace Mann, on being asked if he lielieved in the fall of Adam, replied, “Yes, and
not only In the fall of Adam, hut in a perfect
succession of cataratc» from Adam dow n.’’

£

£y“Thc Democrat learns
Hastings, of the Maine 12th,

I
>

movements.—

Ai.i.otmi nts Received.—The allotments
of the 8th regiment, amounting to $-1,224. were
j

-Crookcr, 1),
Antoln Plant, E, wounded in the leg—and

£ yGen. Howard, the lion-hearted, of whom
proud, was serenaded iu

Maine may well lie
Augusta last Friday

night, by the band, and
rescinded in an eloquent and patriotic manner.
He spoke highly of Col. H. G. Staples of the
3d regiment.

1

prisoner.
E. Drew, E, wounded in leg.
A. M. Stevens,
foot.
J. Crestin, K.
.slightly.
S. Hart. G, missing.
W. I). Hatch. G, missing.
F. Gallitan, G. missing.
G. A. Stetson, 11. wounded in leg.
E. Irvin, H,
hand.
side.
Corp. T. B. Bose, I,
hand.

Corp. W. S. Norcross, K, wounded in ahoul- i
der, and prisoner.
S. Sullivan, K, wounded in the foot, and
pris- j
oner.
lining well—muse null

brought ofl'.
Of the trials, sufferings, hardships and tetrible conflicts of late, you must have already fully heard.

;

were

j

and have been in Franklin’s army i
of Smith and Slocum's Div-

composed

Your admirable paper is very popular here
May it have the rich success it de- j
serves.
Yours very truly,
II.

j

already.

Fire in Boston, and Loss of Idle.
The Boston papers
stmotive Are in that

give account of a de- ]
city, on Sudbury street, j
Friday evening last, which was attended by the j
loss of life of one fireman and serious injuries
j
to several others.

Tile Are broke out iu a staand the flames communicated to a lot of
wooden buildings, all of which were destroyed,
The buildings were occupied mainly for mechaiiical business.

They were of comparatively little value, and the whole loss, as estimated
by competent judges, will not exceed #15,000
or #20,000.
The Journal says that while the fire was
several of the firemen, w ith a view to
save some of the buildings, ran too much risk,

raging,

working bravely with their steam
a chimney fell upon the roof of an
adjoining building, crushing it iu and causing
the front to fall outward Into the street, bury-

ami while

tire engines,

ing several firemen under flic mins.
of men

Nuniberi

immediately set to work removing the
rubbish and extricating the firemen, all of
/ horn were quickly removed troin among tlie
mins. iuiiI all more or less injured.
Mr. George N. Abercrombie, hoseiuan of En-

on

the most

i
I

In Dix field 7th Inst, Mrs
Lacy Trask, aged 91 rears
10 mo* 10 days. She was a native of Sutton, Mass,
moved to Dixtield in 1796, and was the third woman
ill the township.
At Ship Island May 29. William II. son of WY
Merchant, of Fort 1* airfield, aged 19 years 6 mos 21

to

will, by armed force, compel the Oanaites
go into the army, and thus women are

fright-

ened, and young men are putting out for the
Queen’s dominions. One man,of considerable
property, when ten miles from home was made
to believe this idle story, and left without re-

turning home, sending hack word to have his
by other parties. Honest loyal people in Norway are so mortified at the
course of some of their neighbors, that they
threaten to leave town. Men who are so ready
to show the white feather are surely not wanted to defend the sacred cause of Liberty.

JOII.V B. IIIDSOV, Jrn

sugar master—2

cases

cigars

Hall L Davis.

rarcute in

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regular lines. The steamers for or from
Liverpool call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

Londonderry.

TO ARK I VC.

Great

personal ornaments.
A Mrs. Phillips, for laughing and mocking
the remains of Lieut. Dekay during the
passage of the funeral procession, has also been
imprisoned at Ship Island.
A military celebration was to take place on
the 4th of July.
to

The British gunboats Kinaldo and Landrail
had arrived at New Orleans.
A new cotton plant had appeared in New

Orleans.
The

steamship

lthode Island from

arrvyed June doth.
The steamer lioanokc
er

on

was

the 4th.

The Fulton

was

aground

going

at

Boston,

up the riv-

Southwest Pass.

Among the passengers by the steamer McClellan are Col. 11. O. Iteming. Lieut. Trumbull, Major Locke, ('apt. Powell of the frigate
Potomac, Capt. Ifcllagcriy, Lieut. Ksterbrook,
Lieut. De Haven, Dr. Mood*, Dr. Gale, Lieuts.
Morey, Sprague, Durivage and Ashmead.
A special from Washington to the Boston
Journal, 12th, says: Gen. Sigel visited the
Navy Yard yesterday; and Gen. Pope was at
the < 'upitol. There are numerous resignations
iu a New England cavalry regiment, which has
been placed under the command of a young
Frenchman.
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Sew York Independent.

MOKEI M AIJKKT.—The export of gold continue*
large. £2.047.080 wa* shipped last week, making £29.*H»3.973 since the 1st of Jauuarv ; while our export* of
for the week wen* 82.2*4.712. making £*J2,produce
15*3.1*17 since Jan. 1. * Mir imports tor the week valu«*d
*2.324.6‘.4 making £83.tm.294 since Jan 1. The excess
°f import* over export* of produce ainountH to nearly
931.OUO.OOt), less by 99,00O,ttJ0 than the specie export-

ed. This is to be accounted for
the return of American securities for resale in this market. Notwithstanding the large payments on the 1st of Julv of
gold for interest on public and State debts, the'dein'tnd for gold has U**m such as to raise the
premium
to 12} per cent, for untnixed parcels fit for
export
Tin* panic in tin* stock market resulting in a
heavy
decline in the prices, led to a wholesale calling iu of
loan*, and confidence in borrowers has greatly diminished.
business paper of first class is in limited supply
and readily taken at 0 to 7 per cent. Inferior names
are neglected, but are quoted at 8 to 10
per cent.
The rates of foreign exchange have risen with the
inemm* iu the
on gold. The first-class bankpremium
ers draw at 122} to 123 on London at
sixty days, nud
at 123} at three daya.
Franks are 4 On per dollar,
benefit from
sixty day bills. The shipper.* of
these high rates. The steamer Champion, from Aspiuwall, has brought us £*41,465 of California gold
this week.
Oar exports consist chiefly of wheat, corn and flour,
of which the shipments are large. Provision* do not
go forward in great quantity.
The prospects of the
European harv est an* had for England and France,
hut good for us; which is of considerable importance
while our exports are mainly restricted tocerial products. The demand notes issued last August, ami receivable for duties, are at a premium of 5 to fi per
cent.

by

—

produce

•STOCKS.—The market opened last week feverishly. and on Thursday that feverishness culminated in
a panic, under which prices receded
materially. Even
<>m eminent sixes of 1881 fell from 103. dividend off.
to 99) and 1Q0, and some parcels of the 7 30’* fell
8per
cent, down to 99. hut subsequently recovered to 103.
The market for Fnifed States securities has since been
hut
on
railroad
;
slocks
it
is still heavy.
steady
DltV tiOOD.S.—The demand for fall staple good*
is active on speculation, and goods of all
descriptions
are advancing.
The season is a
very unusual one.—
The supply or cotton g*»od* for the fall is exacted to
be very short of the demand, as raw material cannot
be obtained in any quantity.
Prices cmnMHjuentlv
keep advancing, and there is no disposition to sell
largely except at a further advance, while all jobbers
and dealers are anxious to buy. Stocks of &ome description are nearly exhausted. Wide bleach' d goods
are scarce, but both bleached and brown goods have
advanced during the week, ami are still tending ii|>wards. Drills ami cotton flannels have also advanced.
Stripe* ami denims are active and steady. Summer
priut* still sell—the demand being kept up. Fall styles
an* not yet generally offered.
Staple woolen fall gmnl*
are also quite active at high prices. The call for more
troops has stimulated the market great! v. as the manufacture of army goods will displace that for goods
for
consumption. Stocks of all descriptions
are light.
The demand is principally on speculation.
Foreign goods share in the gem-ral
of
price*. Itlack silks are very scarce, ami much wanted. Fall woolen goods are also ill much request, and
stocks can be rtwiily disposed of. Ribbons an* also
quick of sale. The'season clone* well. The importation of good* last week was large, amounting to
9906.729; but the* amount thrown on the market, including entries from store, reaches £1.218.728.
The prospect of the trade in the fall i* good as relate* to demand and consumption, but poorer as to
of cotton good*; while the woolen domestic
trade bid* fair to outride all previous years, and the
demand will be large enough to absorb'the supplies of
domestics, and price* will advance to the fullamount
of increased duties on foreign importations, if suitable to the market.
The amount of foreign good* thrown on the market
since the 1st of January, is 928,343,799. a-rainst 928.*
362.879 same time 18*11.

private

appreciation

supply

Eastern.New York. .Liverpool.July

artiatic

1
2
2
6
9
16
19
19
23
26

maunrr
as

nil kind, of

Signs, Banners, Landscape*,
Figures, Flowers, Scroll Work, Ac,
A long ami thorough
apprenticeship to the median*
leal branch of the business, and several years study
iu the higher brandies of the art, have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of work in the most
elegant styles, and he
by diligence and con*
stant attention to business to merit the patronage of
the public.

(topes

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,

DEPART.

Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool.Jnlv

«»

Ornamental Tainting, such
WILL

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Eurnpa.Boston.Liverpool.July

New York, July 12.
The steamers McClellan and Trade Wind
New
Orleans papers of the 4th inst.
bring
Gen. Butler had suspended the functions of
the City Councils. Bureaus of finance and of
streets and landings, consisting of three mem!>ers each, have been appointed, among whom
the duties of the Councils are divided.
Provisions, vegetables and fruit, are now allowed to come to the city by vessels.
Two men, Fidel Keller and John W. Andrews, have been sent to Ship Island for confinement and hard labor, for exhibiting bones
alleged to Is* of Yankee soldiers, fashioned in-

Painting.

No. 175 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,

Edinburg.New York.. Liverpool.July
ork.New York.. Bremen.July

From New Orleant—City Council Suspended—Rebel Women Arretted—Cent tsiyel
and Pope at tt'athington.

Decorative

FOREIGN IMPORTS.

New

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

MATAXZAS. Brig Castilian—236 hhds molasses
16 tierces do, fift brls do Geo S Hunt—2 hrls do 3 bxs

business settled

——■—■■——

NEW

days.

the credulous with the belief that the Governor

No.

175 Middle Street, nearly opposite junction of
Free .Street.
ju!14d4w

IP

YOU

-WAJT THK-

MINIATURE ALMANAC—Monday, July 12.

Sun rises, morn.4 3ft I length of
Sun sets, eve.7 40 | Moon rises,

days.15 10

MARINE

morn

9 18

NEWS.

Best

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

not fail to rail at No. 27 Markrt H.iuarr. wbrro
thry takr PERFECT LIKENESSES. and warrant ntiafaction.
N. B.—Large Ambrotypca on/y Fiftrm Ctnit.

DO

TRASK *l LEWIS,
Square, h’U Preble St.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

127 Market
July 14th, 1*3.

dtf

Saturday, July 12.
ARRIVED.

NEW

Brig Castilian, Marwick, Matan/.as 29th nit.
Sch Compliance, Sears, New York.
Sch Julia Newell, Trott, Boston.
Sch Olive Branch, Young, Ellsworth.
Sch Tlios II Benton, Orr. Harpswell.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight. Boston.

Provision
k

Barrett, Cornish, Albany, Jon II White.
Saaday, Jnly 13.
ARRIVED.
Sch Stag, (Br) McCumber.Maitland NS for Boston.
Sch E k G Otis, (of Southport) Thurston, Wine
Harbor NS.
Sch J C Brooks, Graffam. BaltimoreSch Florida, Stowell. Boston.
Sch Rosa. Sawyer, Boston.
Sch Freeport, Sawyer. Rockland.

Harriet k Jessie, at Bombay, has been
sold previous to Mav 24 for 15,00ft r*.
Bark I'arib, sold at Sliaughae, has gone under the
Br flag, and her name changed to John k
Mary.

Has taken

Corner of Pine
Where he

Intends to keep

ta.

Sailed from Gibraltar lf»th ult. (uot before) brig
Havana. Curtis, Xew York.
Cld 13th. Hannah Hick*. Hicks, Xew York.
Off do 12th. ship Moro Castle, Rom. from Shields

for Genoa.
In port 15th, bark Wildfire. Perkins, fra Xew York,
14th (see disasters).
Alat in*al 22d ult. ship Screamer, Snow, London
for Newport and Rio Janeiro.
Sailed 24th. ship* Conquest. Sears, (front I^ondon)
New York; 25th, Mameluke. Porter, (from dm do
Sailed from Liverpool 23d ult, bark Graeme, McIntyre, Genoa.
Sailed from Glasgow 25th ult. hark Mary B Rich,
Carlton, Xew York.
Sailed from Zan/abar March 31, bark Storm King,
Pond. Salem.
At Ponce 27th ult, sch Dragon, Colson, from Portland for Xew York, ldg.
At Barhadoe* 25th ult, brig Hancock. Gibb*, from
Boston, 14 days passage, ar 24th, for St Thomas, for
orders, thence probably for Culm to load for Boston.
Aj Nuevitas 23d ult. sch Anthem. Breaton, taken
up to load sugar for Boston at *5 per hhd.
At Cardenas 2Mb alt. bark Loiit«a Frances, Jones,
for New \ork 2 day*; brig Young Republic, Lihbev.
for do. unc.
Ar at Quebec 9th inst, ship Western Chief. Wording, Gibraltar.
Ar at Montreal 9th inst, ship Tlialata, Keller, LJr-

He Invite* a
July 11.

liberal Share of public patronage.
*
dlw

MILITARY BOOKS, MEW

S3

July 12,1*3.

dtf

Adjutast Gkx real's Owes,
}
Augusts, July7 8th, in®.17
GENERAL ORDER So. 1*
In pursuance of requisition and authority from the
President of the United States, the Governor and
fommander-in-Cheif orders and direct* that an additional Regiment of InAmtrr, for the service of tha
Government, the Nineteenth of Maine Volunteers,
to rendezvous in Bath, be raised and
organized forthwith. Instructions in detail are prepart'd for Recruiting Agents, who will obtain their authorftv,
with all the requisite blanks for making enlistments,
from the Adjutant General at Augusta, and suchoth^
er person* a* may hereafter be designated.
By Order of the Commander-in-Cbief.
JOHN L. IIODS DON,
Adjutant General.

For Kale.
of

the best Stands in the city for the retail
ONE
Grocery and Provision Business, together with
the lease of
the I .and.

Eor

H1NRLEY,
■
}J.
July 11, 1868.

Philadelphia.

roe.
v

>

in'inw

1'mirn,

iMii.ui^nivni;

orig

Havener. B»rba«b*e*.
In port 10th, brig Princeton, Allen, from Philadelphia for Boston, readr, having repaired damage sustained by collision with brig
Amarda .lane.

IM.

13

Cumberland Street.
dlw

PROPOSALS FOR 8TTBSISTEHCX.
PROPOSALS will be received by the
SEALED
undersigned, at Augusta, Me., until the 16th day

July, 18*3, at 4 90 P. M.. for the following article*
subsistence store*, to be delivered at the
camp of
the 17th Regiment Maine Volunteers, near Portland,
Me., from time to time, and iu such quantities as
may
be required, of which timely notice will be given the
successful bidder:—

of
of

15 barrels Mess Pork,
1000 pounds llam.
48 barrel* Mem Beef.
70 barrels Elour.
10.000
pound* Hard-Bread,
50 bushel* Beans,
anno pound* Rice,
1500 pounds Coffee (roasted and ground),
75 pounds Black Tea,
anno pounds Sugar (Coffee Crushed),
WO gallon* Vinegar,
250 pound* Adamautinc Candles,
80*)
pounds Soap,
12 bushel* Salt,
143 bu»hels Potatoes.

Cuba for

-BALTIMORE. Ar 10th, sch* t’hafm. Crowell,
Bostou; Yorktown, Conley, Yorktown Va.
Also ar 10th, brig* I-sac Carver, Shute, Boston;
Nellie Mowe, Pike, Fortress Monroe; sch Maryland,
Knight. Portland.
Cld 10th. brig F.cho, Benson. Ponce.
PHILADELPHIA. Ar loth, brig* Daniel Mahoney. Steelman. Stone Inlet SC San Antonio,Snow,
New- York: sell Velma, Stan wood, Cardenas.
A l*o ar loth, sch* D W Lid ridge. Ogden, Port Royal SC: S C Loud. Cook, Fortress Molitne.
Cld 10th,
ship William Cummings. Willar. Liverpool ; brigs M Means. Wilson, and Linma, Baker,
Boston: setts Maine Law. Anthonv, Richmond; Ned.
McKee, Pensacola; J Dorrance, Rice, Fortress Mon-

particular* apply to
K.

Liverpool

^.NORFOLK.

Exchange Street.

HEAD QUARTERS,

SPOKEN.

ard. Boston.
Going up the river July 4. ship J P Whitney, from
St Thomas; bark G W Hall, from-; sch Fojest
Cing. from Philadelphia.
JAMF.S RIVER Va. At Harrison's Bar 7th, brig
Sarah Wooater, Lord, from White House.
YORKTOWN V*. In port 3th, bark Aura, Dawson. wtg.
Sailed 9th, sch James Martin, Hard-

L. DAVIS,

IX.

Thorne,
Gorham,
Bangor.
Cld 5th. shin Martha, Brewer, Liverpool; bark Victoria, Jones, Havre.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
Ar June 23. brig Xereus.Bates,
Button; 90th. bark Henry Hill, Merrill, New York;
July 3. ship R O Shepherd, Liverpool; sch EC How-

Mt

Army Regulations,
Itlct'lellan'M Bayonet Exercise*,

erpool.

E Thompson,
Mary
WILMINGTON

EDITIONjT

V. S. Turtle*.

Ar at St John XB 7th inst, sch* Banner,
and Julia, Anderson, Portland; Phurnix,

ORLEANS.

Streets,

choice assortment of

Country Produce.

ar

ing.

Brackett
a

tVJL’ST RECEIVED,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Shanghae prev to May 22.bark Young Greek,
Taylor, New York Dec 11.
AtSwatow May 3. bark Kate Hasting*, Kingman,
from f'beetoo. ar 4th, unc.
At Bombay May 24. ship* Mogul. Spooner, for Xew
York; Burlington. Howe*, for Londou; t race Darling. Bourse, and Jacob A Westervelt, Anderson, for
Liverpool; Gem a the Ocean, Williams, for Calcut-

XEW

the Store

end

GROCERIES, PROVISIONS,

disasters.
Bark Wildfire, rerkins, at Gibraltar fm New York,
bad severe weather on the passage,lost d**ck load, and
was obliged to throw overboard a
portion of the
aargo. She also lost some sails. Ac.
Bark Gladiola, (of Boston) l>avis, from New York,
for Hong Kong, with coal, (before
reported lost) had
experienced a succession of strong gales, in which
she lost her rudder and sprung a
leak, w hich
heavy
gained to such an extent that the vessel |Mramc unmanageable, and was abandoned night of April 90
last, to the eastward of the Cape of l,«K>d Hope, in
about lat 35 2ft S. Ion 26 24-all bands saved.
(The If
was 655 tout register, built at Sullivan in
1861, and
rated 1.

Boston.

Store.

CHARLES Cl RLE VOt’Ci II

CLEARED.

Brig 1'hilip Larrabee, Dailey, Calais, Woodbury

Harris.
Sch Alfred

June 23. off the Skerries, ship Orient, fm
for New York.
July 9, off Absecom, brig Almore, from

GROCERY

Also, for the same amount of subsistence stores to
delivered at the camp of the 18th Regiment Main#
Volunteers, at Bangor, Me.
The subsistence must be of the best quality, and bo
subjected to inspection.
The undersigned reserves the right to increase the
amouut by giving three days notice to the successful
bidder, aud to reject all bids if be deems them unaat-

be

isfhetory.

Endorse—" Proposals for Subsistence/'
REUBEN SAWYER,
rapt 8d Maine Volt, A. A. C. 8.
lid. Qrs. Vol. Recruiting Service,
Augusta. July*9, 1W2.
Jull0d7t

Notice.
Cmr

NTOTIfE

or

is

Poktlawd, July 10,1868.

hereby given to all parties interested
iu the
<•(' Daniel Hood and als., for n
in
the
change'
grade of Smith street, aud also to all
parties interested in the petition of J. 11 Williams
tor a change in the grade of Congress Street, that
the Committee on Highway*. Ac., will give a bearing
to all said parties interested in said petitions, on
Wednesday, July I7th. at 8 o'clock P. ML, at the junction of Smith and Cumberland Sts., and at 5 o'clock
P. M.. same day. on Congress Street at the head of
Qniucy Lane, at which times and places all said parties are notified to be preseut.
Per order of the Committee on Streets, Sidewalks. Ac.
W LARRABEE. Chairman.
11

petition

_Julio—lw_8.

RALLY FOR

THEFLA(Ti

ELIZAHETtlPORT. CM 9th, brig Josie Gilkcy.
Gilker. Boston.
Ar loth, bark E Porter. Wallace,
NEW YORK
WEEKLY SUMMARY —The exports of batter
Sagua 11; brigs Samoset, Briggs. Monaco 46, passed
are rapidly increasing. The Citv of
Washington took
Gibraltar 9»h ult: Dazzle, Smith. Matanzas; schs Joout on her last trip to Liverpool 8300 firkins, and the
sephine B Small, Small, Ponce; Franklin.McFadden,
Ariel, for f aliforuia, 2150 firkins.
Lubce; Franklin. Allen, and Ellen Herbert, Clark,
Another Explosion.—Messrs. J. C. Mar—Ohio, through her treasurer, lia* deposited with
Calais: Julia Maria.-. anil Goideu Rule, Svlvesthe (jovert*.meut agent in Cincinnati the lull amount
ble &■ Co., whose powder mills at lluckfiehl
ter. do; Caroline Grant, Mitchell, Bangor; Julia k
of tin* national direct tax assessed ou that State, viz:
were blown up last spring, had rebuilt the cylMaria, Carnage. Trrmnnt.
8380,000.
Also ar 11th,ship*
inder mill, and put it in operation lor the Ural
Compromise. Caulk ins, Liverpool
UK- mini amount
specie now in Dana ill :vew
42: Ocean Ranger. Averill, Matanra*; brig** J It Diltime, last week. On Saturday, about noon, the York, Boston ami Philadelphia is, in round uutnlrers,
lingham. Barrington. Bordeaux May 23; Danl Trow644,000,000, or 610.000,000 less than at the correspondmill was again blown up. Fortunately, ns in
bridge, Neal, Ponce; Nahant, St rout, do; schs Lillv,
ing period of last year.
each of the other cues, no one was
Franc*. Antwerp 42; \Y R Beetle. Crawford. ( iennearciough
—The present crop of sugar-cane in Illinois is estifuegos; L S Barnes, Warner, Baracoa: Argus Eve.
to he injured.
The proprietors say that in each
mated at 50,000 acres. There will also be in that State
Nichols. Cardenas; Haze, Booth. New Orleans; Vanmill blown up the coinitositiou lias been made
a large crop of cotton and tobacco
lUinoia will be
dalia. Small. Millbtidge; Baltic, Hutchins,Ellsworth;
Itenefifed bv the pro-slavery rebellion, and so will all
from a particular lot of nitre, which gives rise
Mary E Pierce. Shaw, Bangor; Northern Light,Lane.
other Northern State*. Take courage. Uncle Sam.
Vinalliaven; Richmond. Bunker. Gardiner.
to the supposition that there is some
impurity
—The culture of gra)»e* in this country within a
Cld Uth. ships D L Choate, McManus. London;
in it which ha* caused the mischief. The exvery few year* will excel, both in extent and variety,
Bridgewater. IWrstow, Liverpool; bark David Nickof any nation of Europe. California will proba- !
plosion was so loud that many in this vicinity ! that
els. Blake. E’i/»U rliport; brig Almon Rowell. Bowl.
blv
be the Eschol of the Western world. It ha* alFORW ARD TO TOE RESCVE !
Portland; sch C II Cook. Sparks, .lactnel.
thought it was thunder,—[Oxford Dciu.
ready ten millions of k iln's under cultivation. What j
HARTFORD. Ar 9th, seh John Morrill, McKenpros|iect for wiuo-kibbera!
zie. Bangor.
$y“The Oxford Democrat says that Hoi. 0. | a glorious
—The sf«H*k of tbe Bank of Commerce, this city,
PUOVIDEM E. Ar Uth, brig Robin. Corthell.
L. Bent of Norway, of the Maine loth, has sent
610.000,000, ha* advanced within six month*
j capitaj
Georgetown DC; «chs Ladv of the Ocean. chamberfront 75c to 1 percent, premium. That institution is
lain. Calais; Corinthian. Tapley. Bangor.
TIIE 17t* REGIMENT TO BE RAINED IMMEhome a pair of splendid horses, purchased in i the
fortunate holder of several million* of Governsailed Uth. sch Y oung America, Pearl, Salem to
DIATELY AID RENDEZVOUS AT
*
Virginia. They are blood bays, and weigh | ment securities. o#which they can realise a profit of load for Para.
ten pfr cent, or more.
WETLAND !
NEWPORT. Ar 10th. schs Malcora. James, Paw2<S00 lbs.
tucket for Gouldoboro; Van Biireu. Wall,Providence
( alai*.
for
!
Improvement.—'T. C. Allen, Esq., the efBROKKRS’ BOARD BOSTON, July 12.
>
NEWPORT. Sailed Uth. schs Clara Norton,Gray,
fleient Steward of the Insane Hospital, at Au3 Portland, Saco and
from Boston for Fortress Monroe; Malcolm. James,
Portsmouth.108]
from Providence for Gould*boro.
3d Eastern Railroad.HI
gusta, is constructing a wharf, just below the i 60.000 I'uited
915 Bounty nt Close of the War !
FALL RIVER. Ar 10th, sch Florence, Candage,
State* < onpon Sixes (1881).Ml
IT. S. Arsenal Wharf for the accommodation of
61.800 I'nited states 7 3-10 Treasury Notes._ lo|,
Camden.
65. MO .do...104
SOMERSET.
Paved down Uth, sch Anita Da] mou, Haskell, Dightoti for
the Hospital. A good road lias been built un65.000 1 uited States Demuml Notes.1071
Bangor.
BOSTON. Arllth, scha ( hristina. Knight, and
6655 .,.do.107$
der his direction from the Hospital to the
James Garcelon, A uderson, Baltimore; Youug Amer60,2*iO American Gold.lit!
To resident* of Portland having families 91.00 par
wharf. It will prove of much utility to the
ica. Rnibor, Albany.
*2.000.do. lit]
week for wife aud 50 eeuts for each child.
Also ar 12th, *chs Witch (jueon»_ Couswis. Norfolk
617.25<*.do..115
Institution.
Va; Decatur, Rumrill, and Thara***. Albee, Calais}
61.000.do.
114}
Sick ani> Wounded.—Steamer
Agnes. Lord. ('areaaa, Jordan, and Dolphin. I»avi«.
John j *1.000 .do.
1141
Ellsworth; Belle. Foss, Gouldstxiro; Henry A.Wade,
617.000
..do.in]
Brooks, at Philadelphia, July 10, w ith sick and
Waldoboro; New Zealand,Wiuchenbach; .1 B Myers.
6480 United States Contains, August 19.113
Smith; Seth k William, Coombs, and J Warren.
SW ASvnnee Bounty !
wounded soldiers from Harrison’s Landing,
Cousin*, Bangor; Beauchamp. Daley,Camden; lardy
Portland Post OHcr Mail Arrangement*.
via Fortress Monroe, hud the following from
Ellen, Poland. Bristol; Acadia, Bennett, and George
W ESTERN—Arrive* at 12.40 ami 8 PM. Closes at
Brook*. Wallace. Portland.
this State: Amos Page, typhoid fever, Sergt.
7.46 AM and 2 PM.
('Id Uth. bark Azor, Burke. Fayal ami a mkt; seh*
EASTERN—Arrive* at 1.45 PM. Closes at 12 M.
Sinlona. Wall. Fortress Monroe; Karen Huppuch,
Charles W. Harriman, kidney complaint, Geo.
Twenty-seven dollars Advance Bounty, and one
STEAMBOAT MAI I,—Arrives from Eastport Me, St
New York; Ro*a, Sawyer. Portland.
Kelley,
month’s pay in advance. I*ay from 913 to 9S per
F. Stehon. camp fever, A.C. N. Timer, typhoid
John NB and the British Provinces, Tm**day and
Also cld 12t!i, ships Josephus, Paine.Buenos Avrea;
month, pay and rations to commence from the date
Friday tnoniings. Closes Moudav* and Thitrsdax s
Wallace, Lane. Bangor; bark Edmund Dwight, ’Cunfever, all of the 4th Maine: Stephen J. McCabe,
at 4 PM.
j ningham, Surinam: brig* Poiuset, M agouti, New Orof eulistmcnt. Three year* uulesc sooner discharged.
El Kttl'E, via Qonbco—Closes every Friday at 12 51
diarrhoea lst(?); Franklin Candy, Muses F.
Isans; Ellen Bernard. Collins. Hilton Head SC: schs
CANADA—Arrive* at 1 45 PM. Clone* at 12 51.
Lilia Rich. Dodge, l-abrador; Eglantine, Eldridge. |
Hear, E. R. Itieker. 11th Me.; Geo. M. Lowell, Col M ID 51 AILS—Arrives about 5P51. ( loses at Charlottetown;
Clara; I-eland. Washington 1>C ; Ada j
9 PM
Ames. Ames. Itoekland; Anna J Russell, Hodge,
C. II. Peake and Daniel Bell, 2d Me.
j
Bristol Rl; l<cwis Walsh, Reed, Calais; MarthaJaue,
MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FREE !
Patriotic Example.—Rev. C. II. Ellis,
Elliott, Fortress Monroe.
ii 4
NEWBURY'PORT. Ar Uth. schs Onego, Post, j
Chaplain of the Eleventh Regiment, has reMar Ida*; Grorgiana, Turner, and Eagle Head.
Hodg- j
In Rockland 2d Inst, Mr Charles 'I Tibi < ttsto Mis*
don. Bangor.
signed that office for the purpose of joining
.S August* Chadbourne. both of R; 6th, Mr A/el 5V
Sailed 11th. sch R B Sunnier, Taylor, Barbadoes.
Gibb* to Miss Adelaide 51 Washburn, both of Ware1(10 acres Bounty land at the close of the war. Reone of the new regiments now lieing raised.—
SALEM. Ar Uth, schs Zone. Nickerson.and Tarry
ham 51 ass.
Not, Cottrell. Bangor; Atirota. Berry. Pitts ton.
eruitiug Office
He lias taken out recruiting papers, and has
Iti Bangor 10th inst. llurlan P Sargent, of Brewer
(
GLOl ESTER. Ar 7th. schs Jane k Lliza. RichVillage, to 5Iiss 51 Ellen Bragg, of B.
ards, Calais for Boston; Andes. Dean. Bangor; 8th.
gone to Hancock County to raise volunteers.
NO, 1 FOX I)LOCK,
In Ellsworth 8tn inst. 5!r Milo E Rich to Miss
bark J M Churchill. Seavy, Liverpool E; 10th, schs
This is ail example worthy of imitation. Mr.
Francis E Jordan, both of E
Over Telegraph office, corner of Middle and ExEagle Day, Bangor for llostoii; Sarah Louisa- YeaIn
East
Trenton
f.th
Mr
inst,
W
George
Rockland
for
Whitaker,
New York: Brunswick, Woodton,
Ellis Is-lieves in example as well'as precept.—
change Street*. Entrance ou Exchange Street.
of Clifton, to 51iss Ellen M King, of ET.
ward, Brunswick lordo; Pilot, Thompson, Rockland
He will make a brave officer.
for Boston.
tsr Wasted—a Drummer aud Fifbr.
sl LLIVAN. bailed 6th, sch Julia Elizabeth. MerDIED.
W. II SAVAtiE,
1$ "The
rill. New Bedford.
Globe, of July !>th, says
C. IV MATTOCKS.
WISC ASSET. ArTth. sell* Franklin. A’bee, and
} Recruiting Officer*
that thirty Welsh miners arrived at Halifax on
.)
A MF> M. BROWN,)
In Rockland 8th inat, Cathartna, daughter of W’ilMary Ann, Merry. Hn*tou.
and Ellen Donahue, aged 17 years and 15 davs. !
Sailed 3*1. brig Rio Grand**, Grcenleaf. Alexandria.
d&wtf
Wednesday last, attracted to Nova Scotia by liam
Portland, July 9, lStf2.
In Bangor loth in*t. by drowning, C Nelson, son of
BANGOR. Ar Uth. bark Diana, Coombs, -;
reports of the gold discoveries.
Saro«i*l Thompson, aged 9 vears.
sch It F Hrainard, ltrooka, Salem.
Teas.
In Ellsworth, drowned, (buries P. son of Dauicl T
ROCKLAND. Ar 2d, schs Sisters, Brown. Boston;
E. F. Goss, of South Paris, sheared this
Eld ridge, aged lti years.
1 HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Teas,
4th. I I. Snow, Achoru. do; Peru, Thorndike, New
season, from a lamb 1:{ 1-2 months old, 14 Ills,
In llaiicix'k 0th inst, Lewis S Bulk r, aged 7 years
do.
do.
ai»'U 50 do.
York; 5th, Hurd, Suow, Portland; 0th, brig Henry
Souchong
of wool.—[Democrat
and 3 moe.
For sale by JOHN LYNCH A CO.
Leeds, Smith, Boston.
)e23—Sin
—

"

are

by the Treasurer of State on 7th Inst.
regiment, amounting to

The rolls of the Oth

Treasurer.

G. Gray. B. wounded in hand.
J. Crawiord, B. missing.
J. Carney, C, missing.
Geo. Kensill, C, missing.
Corp. 11. Campbell, I), wounded in ancle.
•I. Crowell, I), missing.
Martin Mack, D, missing.

We

received

13,588, was received June 28th. The notices
required by law have all been served by the

Swamp.”
Col. E. C. Mason, sun-stroke.
X. S. Kales, B. slightly wounded.

corps,
isions.

return

Major W. P. Frye holds the elecOxford; Lt. Col. E. F. Pills bury in
Franklin, and Major \V. W. Bolster in Androscoggin. E. T. Luce, Esq., of Auburn, assists
Major Bolster.

Oak

me wuuiiiieu are

to

tions in

The wounded received their hurts In the flghts
nt "Goldings,’' "Savage Station,” and “White

aii

soon

D. B.

Franklin.

Enclosed 1 send the list of casualties and
the missing from this regiment, as near as 1
When I get time I will try to
can And out

W. T. Debit, 1,

is

Major

£# “Major General Virgin has orderedeompany elections of the unuuifornied militia, in
tlie counties of Oxford, Androscoggin and

Frien'l Oilman:

our

tnnt

from Xew Orleans, where the regiment is now
stationed. He is forced to resign by ill-health.

Letter from the .Maine Seventh.

account of all

is any one addicted to the use of in-

:r-< Ireat romplahiU exist of the scarcity i
of silver change. It is selling at a handsome
premium, and for the sake of pocketing a few

and Canton flannel sheets 3052, cotton
drawers 2104, pairs woolen and Canton flannel
drawers 2098, pairs woolen socks 7(47, pairs
slip|H'rs 1819. pairs handkerchiefs 7280, towels
8688, cotton wrappers 1300, woolen wrappers
25, flannel bandages 225, cases of condensed
milk 816, jars of jelly 1014, tea 62 lbs., bottles
of spirit 117, domestic wines 110 1-2 gallons,
foreign wines 115 1-2 gallons, vinegars 6 bottles, syrups 70 bottles, farrinacious and other
food 1276 Ills., games of amusement (4, soap
701 ll>s., umsqueto nets 20. lint 6 barrels, handages io barrels, old linen 11 barrels, crackers
20 lbs., splints 57. s|Mmges 840, fans 398, beef
tea 120 Ills., dried suet 4 lbs., crutches 88 pairs,
reading matter and stationery 500 packages.
With respect, yours,
Alfred I. Blood,
Assistant Secretary Sanitary Commission.

an

nor

toxicating liquors.

en

give you

a news-

paper writer has ascertained that not n member of tlie N. H. Council uses tobacco in any

Quilts issued 2952, blankets 222, sheets 5760,
pillows 6481, pillow eases 8528, pillow ticks
300, bed ticks 2148, cotton sheets 11,380, wool-

Quarters 7th Me. Vols.,
July 7tli, 1862.

station in every post

£ |f“Tho Portsmouth Chronicle says,

and at the present demand the supdepot will not
last more than a few days longer.

Head

otliee. and connect the

telegraph

£ If"’We leant that Eugene Hale, Esq., of
Ellswosth, has been appointed aid-de-cauip to
the Governor.

this you will perdistribution has been

plies

a

England to have the
telegraph a national in-

m

office.

By

very

proposed

government make the
stitution, like the post

Taxpayeb.

monthly

Memphis, over fifteen hundred citialready taken the oath of allegiance

It is

Sanitary Commission*
Adams House, 144 F. Street, 1
Washington, D. C„ July 9, 1862. J
(1. B. Davis, Portland Maine.
Dear Sir :—I send you herewith a copy of
part of a letter to the Bev. Dr. Bellows, our
President, In reference to our issue of stores
ceive that the

I>»

have

worthy.

that way, and then all will contribute

for the month of June.

the Lew-

and among them are some of the liest and most

have not as yet fixed the amount to lie raised
this year for taxes, and we can show our patriw

due,

always

For si) Dbowneii.—Yesterday afternoon
the body of an unknown man was found floating in the Penobscot river near Crosby's Narrows.
The body was very much decomposed,
having evidently been ill the river six or eight
months. It had on a red flannel shirt over a
blue striped drilling one; a ]iairofgray woolen
pantaloons and cotton drilling draws. On the
right wrist was a leather strap about two inches wide.
The body was about five feet eight
inches in height.—[Bangor Whig, 12th.

increased on his property but about
live per cent., and it would not be policy or
just, to put upon posterity those burden* which

by our

friends should

[Lewiston Journal.

thereby lie

otism

Bangor

rr 'The Big Bell ot the Androscoggin Mill
has been returned from the Foundery, re-cast,
and w ill la- immediately hung iu the tower.—

passed at that meeting recommend that
City Council pay a suitable bounty to each
soltlier who may lie enlisted. It is sup|msed
that the amount thus required will not exceed
the sum of $15,000. How shall it Ik: paid? Do
not increase our largo city debt for this purpose ; hut let it be willed to the fores of the

do not wish to hear.

our

ward.

the

we

Col. Cass.—Col. Thomas Cass,

of

iston Journal would not credit items to them
which were bom much further to the west-

tions

present year.

afternoon.

render credit to whom credit is

of men to make up the army that is to save our
country and restore the Union. The resolu-

Oxford.—YVe learn

Great

sional

After the

in

authority, that in several towns in Oxford County the most intense fear exists of the
expected drafting process. Evil minded men
who know better, we are told, labor to impress

the last page.

on

publican Convention for the Second CongresDistrict, is called for Friday, Aug. 8th,
at Auburn, lor the nomination of a candidate
for Congress.

manders.

Panic
reliable

of Senator Fessenden will be

Conoickssion*al Convention.—The Re-

ble,

Col. I.. D. M. Sweat was next introdueed.and
addressed tlie meeting at length. He took
occasion to criticise an article w hich had ap-

peared in

ceived

patriot’s

w

“I waited upon a man w ho was asked to donate ten dollars to the Sanitary Fund.
This
man w as in the
receipt of $£>.500 per month for

were

now

of-

great, that they will make the place
impregnable.” He felt In regard to our army
before Richmond, that when the, time arrived
be

said, that where they formerly
For Representatives to Congress,
Third ThttrM.JAMES G. BLAINE, of Allgn.t.,
/V** Owtrict. FREDERIC A. 1'IKE, of Calais.

by

ceived with

might be deemed proper to advance,
the army would advance. He adverted to the
climate and to the health of our troo]»s, and

OF SKOWHEGAN.

Col. Sweat concluded liis remarks

ferring

ginc No. 7, was struck on the head by a heavy
timber, and almost instantly killed. He was
35 years old, and leaves a widow- and three
children. Henry B. Fowler and Frank Lucas,
members of Engine No. 1, were severely bruised
on their heads and otherwise.
George Mitchell, of llook and Ladder Company No. 3, re-

to be vic-

my iu their present position, and, said he, “the
rebels admit the ingenuity of the Yankees to

in which it

ABNER COBURN,

For Sln'ntfs,

ar-

cause of our struggling, but, soon
torious, country.

4

St^Jolui

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

Municipal

Court.

TO TI1E

UEFOllK HIS HONOR, Jl'DOK I.ANE.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

July 12. m2.
William Hardy, a stranger in the city, having become intoxicated, and thereby noisy in
the public streets, was arrested and brought
before the court, to answer to this breach of
the laws. William thought it rather hard that
lie

could not have the freedom of the streets,
but His Honor, dispproving of his peculiar

style, thought a tine of $2 and costs just about
suited to the complexion of his case. Paid.—
Discharged.
General Howard addressed the childof the State Street Sabbath School, last
evening at 6 1-2 o'clock; the children also of
the First Baptist Sabbath School, at 7 o'clock;
ren

and t he memliers of the Second Parish Sabbath
School, at 7 1-2 o’clock.

2y The Advertiser proposes, this morning,
to apply the “dissecting knife” to a correspondent ot the Press. A Caxe-lrnife dissection,
we suppose.
Look out for your fingers, Bro.
C.; edged tools are dangerous iu the hands of
children.

Error.—Iu the “Quota of troops "required
from each town there are some errors. The
number accorded to

Presque Isle,

should lie

right instead of four. Bocklaud should lie
eighty instead of eighty-eight. The quota is
made up upon the basis of about 10 1-4 to
every 1000 inhabitants, as shown by the last
census, or

a

small fraction over one in

hun-

a

dred.
I-ate War Items of Interest.
Several towns iu Massachusetts have

already

raised their full quota of800,000 men called for
by the President, and made their returns to
the projier officials.
Mr.
the

Forney, of the Philadelphia Tress, says
object of President Lincoln's visit to the

army of the Potomac was to ascertain whether the charges made
against Gen. McClellan

false, by personal conference with
the principal actors in the late battles.
“Perley” telegraphs from Washington to the
Journal, that the Major of a Massachusetts
regiment, noted for its troubles, has lieen j
placed under arrest, and is ordered Ix-fore a
general court martial under serious charges.

are

true

or

Thurlow Weed has written

XXXYUth CONGRESS—First Session.

Washington, July

Id.

SENATE.

The House hill to prevent the imprisonment
of soldiers in the penitentiary under sentence
of court martial except for certain criminal ofThe resolution asking the President for a
statement of the commerce of California, Oregon. and Washington Territory, w as adopted.
The bill providing for the election of representatives by single districts was passed.
Mr. Grimes introduced a bill in relation to
letters of marque prizes and prize goods. The
bill authorized the President when war exists
or is declared, to issue letters of
marque to private vessels.
Mr. Sherman, from the Committee on Finance, reported a resolution Axing the adjournment of Congress on Wednesday, the liitli of

July.

Sherman, Trumbull, Wade and othopposed any adjournment of Congress ill
the present condition of things.
Messrs.

ers

After further discussion the resolution was
agreed to by yeas 2ft, nays 10.
lly common consent Mr. llowe was permitted to record his vote in the attirmativc on the
couAscation bill.
Mr. Henderson called up the bill to refund
to the State of Missouri the monies paid to the
troops by that State for the suppression of the
reljcllion. Passed.
Mr. Wade called up the bill providing for the
extension of the territory of Neveda. The hill

passed.

Mr. Trumbull introduced a joint resolution
in relation to the law of prizes. The bill provides that all the monies arising from the sale
•f prize property hereafter shall la- paid into
the treasury within 20 days after the sale.—
Laid over.
Mr. Hale offered a joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of the N'avy to substitute
Mover's Crimean Soup for preserved meats and
dessicated vegetables in the navy rations.—
Passed.
The Senate at this hour (5 o'clock) toek a
recess until 7 P. M.
After recess Mr. Chandler called up the hill
in relation to commissioned officers in the revenue service.
Passed.
Mr. Foster called up the bill amendatory of
tlie acts prohibiting the slave trade.
Laid
over.

Mr. Ten Eyck called up the bill providing
for tlie better security of passengers on steamboats. Tlie bill w as passed,
The Senate then w ent into executive session
after which it adjourned.
iiorsE.

brief letter to

Chesapeake,

large

holding

meeting, and offering
to stimulate enlistments.
The great meeting in Faneuil Hall, on Saturday. was a perfect success. The Mayor
presided. Speeches were made liv Mayor
Wight inan, and Messrs. Geo. B. Loring. Edward Everett, Gen. Deveus and others. Great
enthusiasm prevailed.
setts are

bounties,

rr-w e

public

shall not burrow in

a

barn-yard for

the sake of replying to anonymous scribblers
who sec tit to mount their big squirt-guns anil
lire through the embrasures of the Argus. A
person who can see in a frank declaration of
one's |Hisition only “knee-shaking
excuses," is
expected to ascribe to Wm. Lloyd Garrison
the

language

of Thomas

low who, could he get

Jefferson;

a

and

a

fel-

lock of Jeff. Davis
breast pin to wear

hair,

would braid it into

next

hi* heart, is expected to go off in spasms
the shackles of old John Brown. I*oor

over

old Brown’s

“body

is

a

mouldering in its grave,”
“marching on,” but we

and his soul may lie
didn’t before suppose there

ism

or treason

in

a

any incendiarthat woutd step

was

curiosity

aside to look upon the shackles with which his
limbs were Isiund by the godly patriarchs of
the “divine” institution of slavery. By the
way, it is decidedly rich to find a class of men
who have denounced Fremont and Hunter
with a ferocity that would disgraces hyena,so

excessively tender of the reputation of one of
our noble military
commanders, that ifa person
even spit* at him
they will all Mkh in unison,
—and all this because of their unwillingness to
lessen the confidence of the soldiers in their
leaders! If we could believe them honest in
this, or that they had a particle of regard for
Meridian any further they look for him to lift
them from their disloyal and inglorious past into a respectable future, we rould read and listen totheir lachrymose whimperings with some

degree

complacency; but when we rememthey are, and hole they hnee behart il;

ol

ber ir/jo

when we think of their base treason at the

Winthrop Hall Convention last August, and
their willingness to aliaudon McClellan at that
time, and to compromise with traitors, anti to
charge our noble soldiers with being engaged
in an “unholy war,” we cease to feel any respect. for them, and look upon their new-born
regard for McClellan a* the most arrant bypocrncy and sham.

£#“The World's correspondent*! Washington says:
The Associated I’ress, in telegraphing the
pith of the correspondence relative to the
White House, omit* to state that Gen. McClellan adds that one reason tor
guarding it
with soldiers was out of respect tothe
memory
of VV ashington. and to this he thinks no American can object.
The Murhia*
since the late rains the
has

greatly improved.

Republican says, that
hay crop in that region

From Washington.

fences, adopted.

Several reports from the Committee of Conference were concurred in, including one of
the New York Commercial Advertiser, on
disagreement to the b'll to reorganize the
“Contrabands," in which be says:
Judicial Circuit Courts of the United Stales.
The public mind is now Diking the right diA message was received from the President
rection with regard to “contrabands.” Our
recommending the thanks of Congress to the
needs
the
aid
and
w
comfort
hich
can
he
army
following Naval officers:—Lardncr, Davis,
obtained from “contrabands," and in accepting
Dahigreen, Kowan, D. D. Porter and Comit we deprive the enemy of an element of
modore Stringham, each for valuable services
strength.
mentioned. Referred to the Naval (■omtnillee.
#
wiui upn. Uutler at Annapolis when
The House passed tlie Senate resolution dehe inaugurated a policy in reference to esthe meaning of the art authorizing the
caped slaves. I felt then, as I do now, that he claring
President to take possession of the railroads
“hit the nail on the head.” 1 went directly to
and telegraphic lines. Also the bill punishing
Washington, anil urged the government to injiersons erasing the marks oil collected post
struct all the officers of the
army to receive, i stamps by imprisonment not exceeding three
and not to repel fugitives, proclaiming simul! years or a tine not exceeding fcjOUl) or both, at
taneously, that the ttatxn of loyal oicnrr* tlie discretion of the
Court.
would be paid for. and those of traitors conMr. Phorson of Vu., introduced a resolution
fiscated; and that all should lie employed as
that in cases where members of Congress have
unarmed auxiliaries to the army. Had Gen.
been or shall be absent from their seats, in the
Butler's policy beeu adopted a year ago. at
unitary service of the country, no deduction
least half a million of slaves, who have been at
lie made from tlteir pay as members, provided
work in the rebel armies, would have lieen rethey have not drawn pay as military officers.
lieving our own worn out troop* from exhaustMr. Allen of Ohio, maintained that while it
the
ing drudgery—thus weakening
enemy, and
wa« tlie duty of Congress to legislate so as to
ourselves
in
a
dextrengUa tiimj
corresponding
reduce the public expenditures, and while
gree.
every gentleman on the Hour claimed to be in
And this line of policy would have raised no
favor of retrenchment and reform, yet the legembarrassing issues. It was simple, and *o islation of tile present Congress had unnecesjust both to loyal men and traitors, that all sarily increased the public expenses. 11c rewould have acquiesced. While it protected
ferred to the appropriation of a million of dolloyal citizens, it gave us the advantage we are lars for the emancipation of the slaves of the
entitled to, in war. over our enemy.
District of Columbia; to the appointment of
But for reasons which were deemed suffidiplomatic representatives to Hai ti and Lithe
of
“contrabands”
has
been
cient,
question
beria; tlie appointment of an Assistant Secleft to drift along until public sentiment deretary of the Interior, and to the establishmands a policy. In that demand I perceive
ment of an additional bureau in the Treasury
tile dawning of a brighter day.
Department. He also referred to assessors
Late New Orleans papers contains a
long ami collectors of taxes to be appointed, which
genera] order by Gen. Butler, that decrees t lint lie said might have lieeu avoided by allowing
all persons who have been citizens of the Unithe Slates to collect the required tax. He also
ted States, before asking any favor except proreferred to the increase of clerks iu tlie Post
tection from personal violence, must take the
Office Department, and to the legislation of a
oath of allegiance.
similar character, which in his opinion was not
Gov. Curtin of Peennsylvauia, now on a visit
necessary at a time like this. The public cxto Washington city, is said to advise that tile
liemlitures by this unnecessary legislation have
term of enlistment be reduced to one year.
iieen greatly inyreused. During his remarks
Gen. Pope has announced that bis headquarMr. A. repeated on the authority of Mr. Richter* will be in his saddle.
ardson of III, the enormous amount w hich had
It is thought in New York that the quota of
Iieen expended for the support of contrabands
troo|w required of that State inav be obtained brought hither.
without resorting to a draft. The indications
Mr. lilakc said the statement was unfoundare very favorable for prompt enlistments.
ed.
Seven hundred cases of soldiers'equipments
M r. Richardson said it was too late in the
were shipped from N. York on Friday
evening day to refute the statement.
for this city, for the
per steamer
A lively debate then ensued between Messrs.
volunteers now enlisting in this State.
Blake and Richardson, but the storm soon
On Monday evening the secessionists of
passed over.
Norfolk and Portsmouth were thrown into
The House agreed to the .Senate's amendecstasies of joy over the leader in the Norfolk
ment to the bill providing tor the election ol
Union of that day, headed
McClellan's Demembers of the House to single districts.
feat.” Some of the females of Norfolk actualAdjourned.
ly walked the streets with the articles cut
from tlie Union pinned to their bosoms.
From the South.
All the cities and
towns in Massachua

south side a feeler, but did no perceptable
damage to any human being orany habitation.
It is a matter of congratulation with
every
friend of freedom and the South to know that
the present position of McClellan’s army is one
of the hottest perhaps on the soil of Virginia.
Persons residing in Petersburg entirely familiar with the locality, say that out of tophet
there is no place to compare with it. There is
but little sympathy hereabouts for the invaders, and if the sun could roast the rascals to a
crisp, no tears would be shed in the South at
their fate!

TELEGRAPHIC

Washington, July 13.
The Richmond Dispatch of Wednesday says,
Monday afternoon a demonstration was made
against our pickets, w hich indicates a restiveness on tlie part of the foe in his present
cramped and confined situation. Two pieces
of tlie Louisiana Guard Aartillery were sent
forward to the support of the pickets, w hen
the enemy retired without risking a shot from
our pieces.
It is not lielieved that McClellan
can he induced to make an attack upon our
forces, but it is conjectured that he may attempt to throw his army on the South side the
river with a view to a demonstration upon tlie
butteries at Drury's Bluff. Such a demonstration would of course be promptly met and as
signally thwarted on tlie advance of the
“young Napoleon" on Richmond, as from the
North side of the James river. \Ve conversed
with a gentleman last evening who left our
army at 11 o’clock yesterday morning. Up to
that hour all was i|uiet and there were no outside indications of any active operations. It
is reasonable to conclude that tile lighting, for
a short season at least, is at an end.
There is
nothing to justify the belief, however, that our
will
fail
to
its
government
improve
present advantage. Pressed to tlie wall, as the enemy
now is, lie w ill not lapermitted to revive from
tlie severe Mow that lias been inflicted upon
him, and McClellan, in attempting to extricate
himself from his present unpleasant situation,
will And himself confronted at every point by
an active and energetic army under skilful and
experienced officers, who an? determined to
wring from his unwilling master* the recognition of their rights as freemen. The late series
of battles have already produced the good results of opening tlie lines of communication
in various directions, as well as a valuable effect upon the amount of supplies in our markets.
The Dispatch savs tlie people of the North
regard Stonewall Jackson as one of those invincible beings whose purjHises it is impossible to thwart
Between MX) and HiOO l\ S. arms of most
improved patterns, were gathered at Shirley,
having been left there by the enemy In their
retreat.

The Dispatch extravagantly praises General
Lee for arranging late plans of liattle, saying
it may lie that Met lellan may lie reinforced
and make another effort. Be it so. we are in
the hands of a General who lias just proved
himself a master in art ol war. and who has
to-night his countrymen in the last fortnight,
to place the utmost confidence in his skill.—
This city, and the city generally, feel sale as
long as he is known to be at his post. He will
be found fully aide to deal with
any crisis that
may arise. For several days past efforts have
been made to effect tlie removal of the w ounded federal prisoners to this
city. The large
number of tills class of jiersons renders the
undertaking no light one. Yesterday 75 Yankees were transported to this city in ambulances and omnibuses, among whom were li.
A. Itanium. Mai. li'tli N. Y., H. V. Peck, Serg’t
U. S. infantry, Lewis liartung, gd Lieut, to.
B. 7th N. Y., and H. R. Rowlett, Capt. Co. F.,
36th N. Y. There are many more w ounded
officers to 1h* brought up.
Petersburg Express of Wednesday says that
several of tlie enemy's gunboats came up the
river late .Sunday morning, and proceeded several miles beyond City Point. They tired
many Shells into the forests on the south bank
of James river, and occasionally gave the w ild
varmints in tlie marshes and undergrowth on

Washington, July 13.
Hon. George S. Boutwell, the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue has not reached here, be-

!

ing on duty as Military Commissioner at Cairo,
Illinois, where lie was appointed.
Appropriations for the officers of Collectors
of Taxes in the various Congressional Districts are already counted by thousands, and
the number is rapidly increasing. They are
addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury,
and require the daily labor of many clerks to

and endorse them.
There seems to be no doubt that Congress
before the close of the session, will provide for
the scarcity of specie, by authorizing the issue
of two dollars and a half notes, and otherwise
meeting the necessity of the times, w hich legislation may delay the adjournment beyond
assert

Wednesday.
The Military Committee of the Senate, yesterday, out of a large number of nominations
for Brigadier Generals before them, selected
twenty-nine to report to that body, notwithstanding there were only eighteen additional
officers of that rank required by law.
Brigadier General Van Vliet, Quartermaster of the army of the Potomac, has been relieved from duty on his own request, and arrived here oil Saturday, and reported. The
General was compelled to ask to be relieved oil account of ill health and on leaving
was highly complimented by Gen. McClellan.
Brig. Gen. Scroggs has been assigned duty
with Maj. Gen. Banks, to take the place of
Brig. Gen. Slough; Gen. Franz Kappner will
report to Gen. Sigel as Aid dc < 'amp. Col.
Clureret will report to Gen. Sigel. as also
Lieut. De Fourrelle. Capt. Goodrich is de-

tailed to co-operate with the Government of
Minnesota in raising and organizing volunteers.
Brig. Gen. Van Kensaler will proceed
to make inspection of the army of the Potomac.
Col. Herron is detailed to assist the Governor of Iowa in raising and organizing volunteers.

The following resignations have
cepted: Captains J. B. Gibbs, 8.

been acB. Hau.se,
8. F. Parker, E. M. Davis, S. C. Lefferts.
The Senate last night confirmed the following nominations for consuls: Geo. F. Barker,
at Athens; A. J. Stevens, at Leghorn; F. Olcutt, at Jerusalem; A. M. Mothershead, at
I.eipzic; IL B. Hammond, of Mass., at Dublin; 11. R Helper, at Buenos Ayres; Thos.
Adamson, at Pernambuco; II. Bernstein, at
Bremen; J. W. Marshall, at Leeds; F. J.
Clanstcr, at Amsterdam ; 8. Whiting, at Nassau; 8. Eastmarat, Bristol; M. Bocena, at
Vigo; J. King, at Smyrna; C. A. Munroe, at
Lisbon; Thos. Fritman, at Gaspi Burin.
It is understood that there is no foundation
for the statement which lias recently appeared
to the effect that the Governors of the several
States have been authorized to purchase or
contract for the supplies for the troops to be
raised under the new call. The government
has ample supplies of army equipments, of
quartermaster and other stores, which will be
issued as last as needed.
r rom Tennessee—severe

rignt

at jyiurirees-

boro— The Michigan Oth and two Generals
taken Prisoners.

Nasiivim.e. July 13.
Between 3 anil 4000 Georgians, Texans and
under
Obi.
Forrest, attacked the 11th
Guerillas,
Mich, and 3d

Minn.regiments in Murfreesboro
at an early hour this morning.
There was
desperate lighting, hut at 3 1*. M.tlie Michigan
The Minnesotians
troops had surrendered.
were strongly entrenched and cut the enemy
to pieces terribly with llewett's Kentucky battery, repulsing them with great slaughter in
three charges. Flags of truce were sent in by
Forrest demanding them to surrender. Col.
Leslie replied he could hold his positiou a
week. The railroad track was tom up hut replaced. Ail attack on Nashville is not improbable. Col. Leslie is reported falling hack
on Nashville.
The cannonading was heard repeatedly. Col Boone has arrived with several
companies.

Later.—A special dispatch to the Associated Press says, Murfreesboro has been taken by
the confederates, who are mostly Texan rangers under Forrest, but was shelled by our battery. Storms report says it was the 9th Mich,
which was captured. The 3d Minn., with a
battery, were holding out at last accounts.
Brig. Gen'ls Dullieid and Crittenden of Ind.
are

prisoners.

There is great excitement in Nashvills
an attack is expected.
We will give the
light possible, and it compelled to yield
shell the city. A battery is in ]>osition lor

and
best
will
that

emergency.

the the New York Herald.
Special
Xathrillt, July 13.—The city is filled with
minors alxnit a fight at Murfreesboro to-day.
The most reliable reports confirm the statement about a fight having occurred.
The following particulars arc given:
About 8 o'clock this morning a large force
to

of rebel cavalry, under command of Col. Forrest, composed principally of two Georgia and
one other rebel regular cavalry, drove in our
pickets and assaulted the town. The 9th Mich.
Col. Parkhaus, were surrounded and eaptured.
Gen. T. T. Crittenden of Ind, and Gen. Duffleld, who had recently arrived to take command of the 23d brigade, were made prisoners;
also Lieut. Barry, Commissary, and Lieut. C.
H. Irwin. Acting Assistant Quarter Master.
The 3d Minnesota regiment. Col. Leslie, and
Hewitt's First Kentucky Battery, made a gallant resistance.
Their bravery is beyond
praise. They saved the railroad track and
but
few men. The rebels debridges, losing
stroyed the railroad depot ami other property,
including the telegraph office. The town was
being shelled by Hewitt's battery at the last
accounts.
3 1’. M.—Forrest

is not

expected

to make an
he will find work
enough for him to attend to before approaching the city. By reliable accounts he has :1000
cavalry, but no artillery or infantry.
A consultation has just been held between
Gov. Johnson and Col. John F. Miller, commanding this post, and others. Kiltin' confidence is manifested in the ability of the government to protect ttie city ami restore tranquility in the neighborhood.

attempt

on

Nashville,

as

War Meeting.

Springfield, July

Pier and Mantle Mirrors.
Oval, Square or FJipfical frames, with

WITHRosewood,
Black Walnut
to
of

Spirited

addresses were made by Judge Chapof this city, Col. Haliock of Worcester,
Hugh Donnelly and others. The sum of 22,OOo dollars was subscrib'd by a few wealthy
citizens for the purpose of inducing enlistments
and the amount will he largely increased. The
sum of $75 is to be given to every volunteer
from this city, in addition to the government
and State bounty.
The
town of Westfield pays a
bountv of 1(10 dollars.
Several of our wealthy citizens have pledged
their iast dollar to carry on the war to a successful termination, and all classes are putting
their shoulders to the wheel in real earnest.
Tlte full quota front the city will be raised for
the war and more if necessary.

workmanship—made

or oval—every
(jJOUARE
O
manufactured t»v

being

AT

Chattanooga.

w

Weather is

very warm.
Health of troops

scarce.

loughed
per

returning

tneu are

day.

Water is

very
improving. Furat the rate of 100

More Skirmishing.

Warrenton, Va., July 13.
Gen. Hatch's command entered Culpepper
yesterday and attacked and repulsed about 100
relic! cavalry said to belong to the Sth Louisiana regiment, killing 1, wounding 5 and
taking
11. Among the latter was a Lieut, who a few
hours before was seen in our lines ami a German who had three times before broken his
parole. Our loss was 3 slightly wounded.
We captured 2 horses.
New York. July 13.
A lire this morning at Pier 35, North River,

destroyed barges

with cargoes to the value of

$25,000.

Chicago, July 13.
The Davenport Democrat of the 10th says

that

a

telegram

was

received

General, spiting that

an

by the Adjutant

armed band of rebels

the towu of Memphis, in
Northern Missouri, and captured and took
aw ay HO Union citizens.
made

a

descent

on

From Fortress Monroe.

Fortress Monroe, July 12.

The following Maine soldiers were in the
Mill Creek hospital outlie llthinst:—,1. W.
Garnett, 2d reg., fever; S. Young, 2d, fever;
,1. F. Bancroft. 5th. wounded ill shoulder; II.
O. Ingalls, 5th, in neck.
The steamer Jscoor in charge of Lieut. Darling, Aid to Gen. llix. returned to-day, having
accomplished her Hag of truce mission up the
James river. She reports that a rcliel flag of
truce came down yesterday for medical supplies for our wounded at Richmond. The rebel
jiapers speak hopelessly of foreign intervention and claim to have sent full particulars of the late battles to Europe.
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Vicksburg cannot

For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French aud German, a* well as the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored

BOOK AND

Their

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS,
especially Invited.

•.•Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland. June 23. 1862.

Book and

THE

NEATEST

|

MANNER.

BANK-CHECKS, NOTES, AND BILLS Of LADING.

TAGS riEBCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEN El)
WHEN DESIKED.

Policies Printed and Hound for
Inauranoe Companion.

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,
And other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

FRAMES.
raintinga auii Looking Glaaaa*.

JUST

secured the services of

and Cus-

E.

FOLEY, late Foreman and Cutter for
K., they hope to merit a fair share of the
patronage bestowed upon their predecessors.
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Varnishu. Mathematical Instrument,. Re.
Onr ,lock embrace, all article, in thte line, and la
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Will be cheerfully fu robbed with
which contain* a complete list.

L .A 11ST

large assortment

A

FURNITURE,
Importer tnd Dealer

And

a

Cillery,

Van,

Jane

General Assortment of

Catalogue,

Gilt. Walnut. Eboayaad

MOULDINGS,

Constantly

in

aid Plate

of Ova).

ROSEWOOD

oar

on

hand.

B. J. D. LABBABBE A 00.,
No. N Exchange Street.
13. HUB.

tf

PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,
Back Pay, Ac*

»ervicr j„ the piuent war. obtained for Soldier*
attention of purchasers is invited to the large
FOR
and Sailor,, their Widow, and Heirs, from the Uniand desirable stock of House-keeping Good*
THE
ted
Statu
in
in
Government,

store, as above, comprising as it doe* nearly every
article usually needed in the Furniture and Crockery
Departments. Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers can tind almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced good*, suited to their different want*.

Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a comoutfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and los* of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, coiubiniug
as he doe* the various branches of
house-furuishiug
bu«inc*s, he can offer goods at prices that will not
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

plete

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.

letter to

JulStd_W
To Confectioners!

Excuasg* St., Pout lx xd, Mali.
devoted our attention exclusive!, to the Pen.n*n bn.iiicM for the last
twenty years, and having a
reliable Ageocv in Washington, wp are enabled to
prnaecote all claim, against the Government with
promptness aud dupatch, and on eery reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim i, obtained.
FREEMAN BRADFORD,
Z. K
HARMON.
Portland, June 3hth.
dhwtf.
No. 8S

Having

GRAVESTONES.
to
GOOD
purchase (iravestones or Monument* of an?
description. Those who will flavor me with a call
•hall be satisfied that they are buying a good article

at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue,
Stevens’ Plain*.

To which

they

woald

near

Evergreen Cemetery,

>*v-3m_J.

_

H. POOR.

TRY IT AND BE SATISFIED!
you suffer from the
IFlieved
by using the

Toothache yoa will be

re-

It is sixteen veers siuce this remedy was iatrodaced,
and it ha* constantly gained in public estimation.
For Sale by

the’Proprietor,
M.D., Druggist,

a

W F.

rally.

Corner of Middle and Cross Streets.
Gilson, and Apothecaries gene-

Phillips,

L. C.

juKMtf

FIRST

lot or-

FLAVORING

or

A. PARSONS,

NEW & SUPERIOR
—

penon

BRADFORD dk HARMON,

Bargain* will be given to those who wish

PROPOSALS

LARGE,

application

on

by

dtf

will be received till Thursday, 8 P.
M.. Julv 24th, by the Committee on Public Building*. for building a Double Three Storied Brick
School House on the Winslow lot on Cumberland
Street.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the City
Engineer's Office. New Citv Building. Mr. ti. M.
Harding, architect, will furnish auv further information that may be doaired. at his office.
The Committee reserve the right to accept such
proposals as under all circumstances they shall consider most favorable for the interest of the City, or to
reject all propoaals o8bred.
W. THOMAS. Chairman.

EXTRACTS,
direct the attention of

CLASS

Sewing-Machines^
EXPIRE

SHUTTLE.

Confectioners, Keepers of Ice Cream Saloons,
Proprietors of Hotels,

Bronze, Colored, end sll other kinds of
And the

public in general. Also,

large

a

and

FOR FAMILIES

varied

assortment of

Executed in taste to suit the most fastidious.

Handkerchief Perfumes

Manufacturers.

INFERIOR TO NONE IN THE WORLD.
WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Our Styles

are

unsurpassed.

Country

Traders will do well to

144 Middle Street,

SHOP

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

1

Where may also be

per

font. Five

PALMER,

d7mi*

International
1862.

Bank.

cod2w

For Sale.
THE Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is in
pood repair, and contains ten finished
rooms.
If not sold before the 16fh of
!
August next, it will be sold on that day,
at 11 o’clock, A. M.,at Auction, without
j
reserve.
Terms verv easy. For information applv
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at the
store of RANDALL A WoriDBl RY, on Commercial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21, 1862.
dtf

1.

LORO,

JR.

A

MASTER’S
erences

June

Interest in

a

Vessel.

julldtf

given.

MAHKOOD-Kow Lost! Sow Restored!
published,

in

a

sealed

Crockery Ware, Chrtia,
-AMD-

GLASS

LECTURE ON THE NATURE. TREATMENT
AND^ RADICAL CURKot Spermatorrhoea or
Weakness, luvoluntary Emissions, Sexual
Debility, and Impediments to Marriage generally, j
Nervousness. Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits: Men- |

A

Semiual

Physical Incapacity, resulting

from

Abuse. Ac.—By Rob'T J. CULVER WELL. M
Author of the (jRkex Book, Ac.,

Self-

D.,

Bson ts Tbsssasd* sf flafferers,**
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
postpaid, on receipt of six cents, or two postago
stamps, bv I)r. CH. J. C. KLINE, 127 IK»wkry, New
York. Post Or pick, Box, 4686.
June 23.
is4md&w
A

WARE,

WARE,

Castors, Spoons Forks, Car*
and Cake Baskets,

Table

Cutlery,

IVORY, HORN, EBONY AND COCtfck
HANDLED KNIVES.

Envelope.

PRICK SIX CERTS.

tal and

PORTLAND. Km.

PLATED

Best of Ref-

Address PORTLAND POST OFFICE,
24, 18tJ2.
*d4w
BOX 672.

Just

CUTLER, General Agents.

Sc GO Middles Street,

AT LOW PRICES.

Wanted to Pairbase.

•*

A SITUATION on a Farm for a smart, active boy,
IV 13 years old. w ho is used to the business.
For further information inquire at
aw CONGRESS STREET.
ju!8—2wd

THOMS*,

!

ELIPTIC.

Machine fnlly Warranted.

ju!7—dtf

j

Wanted,

R. C.

Every
OS

Fancy Dry C3-oods
M. O.

8LOAT

STORKR *

-AXD-

FOR SALE AT THE-

July 9,

extensive assortiueut of

LACES, EMBROIDERIES.
daw

Twenty Bonds

Mott,
SURCEON,

an

Portland,

HOOP SKIRTS, HOSIERY,

SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

Portland, June 26, 1862.

1'nited States Six

seen

call at their rooms,

MILLINERY. WHITE COODS,

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.

eodtf

MATERIALS,

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

lothing,

Department. Having

Dispatch.

Printing,

Ited,

June 23.

C

Have Juat received

ALL

Ci.L. HAILEY,
42 EXCHANGE STREET.

Ac.

Id. G. PA I, HER * CO.

Boston, Mas*.,

usual.

Engravings,

ARTISTS’

For Oil

Notice.

AXD

as

Dealer* in

Picture Frames,

BROWN,

June 23. 1862.

Beef/'

Cutting attended to

Wharf,

K. J. D. LARRABEE *
CO,
Manufacturer*. Importers, and Wholeaala and Ra-

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

Billet* ft Circular* in Every Variety of Type.

AMERICAN HOUSE,

Stencil

Commercial Street.
Head of Widgery’s

Jull—3wl»

Manufacturers of
ORNAMENTAL GILT

tom

Mr. J.

Variety,

BILL-HEADS RI'I.KD AND CUT IN

REUBEN SAWYER,
Uapt. 3d Maine Vols., A. A. C. 8.
Hd. Qrs. Vol. Recruiting Service,
Augusta. Me., July 9, 18tJ2.
jullOdTt

Repairing and

Danville Junction,
Empire Road,
Minot,

now

Commie-ary

\l.so,
SrouriNo Good* generally.

pond,

of

Britunii Van. Table

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

The number of recruits will gradually increase
from twenty to oue thousand. The Beef must be furnished them in such quantities as mav Ik* from time to
time required, and on such davs as shall be dcsiguated by the Acting Assistant
of Subsistence, who shall give the contractor due notice of the
amouut needed.
The Beef to Ik* furnished must be of good and
wholesome quality, in quarters, cut and sawed, with
an equal proportion of each, (neck and shanks exeluded); ami the undersigned reserves the right to reject all bids if he deems them unsatisfactory.

Trout & other Fishing Tackle.
Gun*, Rifles, Revolvers,Cutlery and

By JP. F. VARNUM,

,

Manufhcturing

Fancy Types,

Business Cards of Every
Style and Cost

SEALED

AND

Hetbel.

at

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

PROPOSALS will lx* received at Augusta. Me.,
by the undersigned, until Wednesday,
16th, 1««2. at 4 80 P. M.. for supplies of FKEsli
July
BEEF, for the use of recruits for the 17th Regiment j
Maine Volunteers, at the camp near Portlamf, Me., j
until the Regiment leaves the State.

PHYSICIAN

dtf

Also,

la adequate to do any work demanded in thi* State.

PROPOSALS FOR FRESH BEEF.

W Court St., Corner of Howard, Boston, is
consulted daily from 10 until 2, and from 6 to 8 iu the
evening, on all diseases of the Urinary and Genital
organs. Scrofulous Affections. Humor* of all kinds,
Sores, Ulcers and Eruptions, Female Complaint*, kc.
An experience of over twenty years’extensive
practice enable* Dr. M to cure all'of the most difficult
eases.
Medicines entirely vegetable. Advice Free,
June 23. 1802.
snttawSin

Island

al
at

at South Parte,
at Mechanic Falla,

tal!

their entire interest in

Fetml.Iishmont is furnished with all the ap-

butternut multitude rustled forward, and so
quickly Hull they were surprised themselves at
arriving so soon upon the open bank, and still
more at living greeted by a terrible
discharge

Dr. Jolin O.

For Male

To all of which attention is

JOB PRINTING!

proved modern machinery, and their aasortmeut of

cautiously approached ilia intended victims.—
Hidden in dense timber, lie deployed his troo|>*
w ith the rare
military skill of a veteran, and
when two hundred yards from the river ordered a charge.
Uttering an exceeding terrifying yell, the

Boston, January,

ILLINOIS

Cora.

at
at

by

taken. Cautiously marching six thousand
troops out from their camps far behind the
blull's, he skirted the woods, passed unseen lielow the vessels on that side ef the river, and

18d2.

28_

Fancy

June 23. 1862.

S the largest and best arranged Hotel in
the Now England States; is centrally locaand easy of access from all the routes of
travel.
It contains the modern improvements. and every convenience for the comfort ami accommodation of the travelling
public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well arranged, and completely
Airnished for familii* and large travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel iu every respect.

CHARLES HOLDEN, Frnidrnt.
F.dward Shaw, Secretary.
jM11»
cod9m

Messrs C. k

the navy, alwe will have
to patiently wait until a land force arrives. Determined that they should have little rest. Com.
Porter improved the position of his mortar
vessels, and at short intervals threw shell.
The rebels from their batteries thought our
fleet lay at the bend, and that troops were being landed. It w as apparently a tempting opportunity for “boarding,” throwing overwhelming bodies on the two or three thousand
soldiers that might be opposed to them, and by
one grand
rnujt i/e main gaining success.
Doubtless \ an Dorn was in ecstacies over
the sudden idea, and his evil genius prompted
him to make one of the lioldest, and, as it
proved, most unsuccessful dashes yet under-

for Fresh

0«ee 108 Middle StreeG

Corn.

though it may lie destroyed, and

Endorse—“Proposals

holder.

Thoee desiring insormnre will do well to call and
before insuring elsewhere.

ascertain the terms

RIVER CORN.

Ready-Made
Proprietor* of the Portlaxd Dailt Pure*
respectfully invite attention to their facilirm for executing, in beautiful ityle, every description of

Republi-

of shot. Quicker than the approach was the
retreat, and a headlong flight ensued. Some
hundreds were for a few moments seen struggling waist deep through a swamp, w hile other regiments were ordered near to
prevent any
attack upon the miring warriors.
Three were captured, but the number killed
and wounded is unknown.
The prisoners
stated that Van Dorn and Breckinridge were
at Vicksburg, and would endeavor at
every
cost to hold it.
They belonged to regiments,
one of which numbered JtKl. the other 150 men.
Gen. Duncan and three captains with thirty
privates, according to them, were killed during the fleet's passage.
Finding that Vicksburg would hold out.Flag
Officer Farragut determined to open the Mississippi in another way, namely, by cutting a
canal across the bend, and leaving Vicksburg
far to one side. Instantly the work commenced. Negroes were gathered from every plantation around, and three or four hundred of
them set to work. The canal is already partly
finished, and in a week w ill be completed?

policies upon which six pr mioms have been
renewed annually free of premium to the

ore

policy

would say to their friends and the public that
they
purchased of Memn. CUADBOL'RNE k KEN-

thus writes:

be taken

paid,

oa
com.

as

have

The

Vicksburg.

of the St. Louis

as

pany.
All

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

DALL, their Stock

E. & F. Fox.

July *1,

dAwtf

In hi* new stock are comprised Kancv doth* fop
Spring Overcoats and Business Suits, Rich Black and

writing.
Howard <fc Strout.
Levi Morrill and als.

compaidc^^^

Company eontlnne to Insnre property
THIS
terms
favorable
those of any reliable

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS !

*

nf»

~

Ha. prepared himurlfbr .election, from the New
Style, of Ijood. recently imported in New York and
Boston, to meet the requirement, of hi. customer,
and the public as to

GARDINER

here

is

™'JrJZZ£

RTLAND
Mntunl lire Insurance
Company.

BECKETT,

Ar-

PORTLAND, MAINE.

l!lcr?t

at th*

P O

<jE,oi\tdiisro.

Howard A Strout.
Albion G. Lewis.
Argued in

correspondent

('fleeting itiBtiruiM***

public,

June 23

en. and
an assortment

Drummond.

can.

to the

adopted by i,mnd and ntpontiUt
Office ia “Boyd’s Building,’’
opposite Poet Offes

ROBINSON,

Of a great variety of pattern*. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that thi* market afford*—Silk. Satin, LinCotton—many rare and unique stvles. Also
of the nicer qualities of

TOWER

STEAM

writing.

at

SlcyaiTT, which ought bIwbts to b§ tbu
^**r*®M
cuH$tftrratum in

DOESKINS!

J. Band.

Operations

our

CHANGE OE SEASON !

Plain aud

g,a,

••

No. 84 MIDDLE STREET.
4wi«d

30,1982.

perior quality.

For sale bv N. J. MILLER.
dim
No. 90 Commercial Street.

iisubaici,

Agent of the following First Class lasaranee Co’al
National Insarance Company,
Of Boston.
Cssh Capital and Snrplas, Shoo.000,
Republic Fire Insarance Company,
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus. (912,000,
Relief Fire Insarance
Company,
Of New \ ork.
Ctsh Capital and Surplus, (2GO.OOO,
Equitable Fire aod Mariae la*. Go.,
Of I'rovidenci.

1ST, MIDDLE ST.,

Shipping Board*.
O
Hon
t M Ml * KKT ShiPPlnB Boards of SoAw•" FvF\F.x F\ Ft F

Saturday.—Merchant*’ Bank vs. Joseph
A. Linscott. Argued.
H. Willis,
Linscott & Pillsbury.

A

sold at

Merchant Tailor,

Notice.
and’after the first of July, Postage
Stamps
FROM
ami Stamped Envelopes will not be
charged at

Supreme Judicial Court—Law Term.

A- Dana.

UMBBELLA8,

Low IPrices.

LEACH A

Molasses and Sugar.
HMDS. Cardenas Molasses,
t/U 200 do. Muscavado do.
1U0 boxes II. B. Sugar.
For sale bv J< 111X LYNCH k
je23—3m

Chicago

Argued.
Shepley

SUB

Ac., Ac., Ac.

19 k 21 SILVER STREET.
d4w

President,

Ul'^re“r>'

WARREN SPARROW,
cer* ef
Ixebaegs

VELVET RIBBONS,

Portland. June 23. 1862.

MV

DRre T4 Middle,

For sale low bv F. A. SMITH,

New York Market.

Nathaniel J. Miller vs.

riBi

EMBROIDERIES,

In store and to arrive.

£ £■
HARDING,
C

Bath, July 3. 1NB.

MOHAIR MITTS.

June

1

PORTLAND, ME.,

Bntter, Cheese, Flour.

Cotton more active and firmer: sales 800 bates at
43 tor middling uplands.
Flour, State amt Western ashadefirmer; Superfine
Sta 4,50 a 4.66; Extra do 4,45 a 5,00: Round Hoop
Ohio 6.10; SiqH*rline Western 4.50 a 4.85: Common
ta good Extra Western 4.S5 a 5,05; Southern tower;
mixed to good 6,00a6,T6: Fanrv and Extra5,80a6,75;
Canada lower; Extra 4.35 a 6,25.
Wheat heavy and unsettled; Mitwaukie Club 1,10;
Winter Red Western 1.20; While Michigan 1,34.
Corn, heave, unsettled amt lower; Mixed Western
52 for old, 60 for ('astern and 43 for unsound.
Oats are firmer; sales Jersey Northern and Western at 44 a 461.
Beef dull and unchanged;
country mess 8 .no a 10.00;
mess 5,50 a 1.7; rejiacked
11,00 n 13,00;
■rinil Mesa 13,oo a Mo.
Bacon tiem; Mess 10,50 a 10,75 and 11,25.
Butter dull.
Rice firm.
Sugars less active ; New Orleans by auction at 81 a
ljl, four mouths.
coffee linn; Kio20a21i; Java 2Gc; St. Domingo
20 ceuts.
Molasses firmer: Porto Rico 28; Muscovado at 30
a 31.
Freights to Liverpool firm: Uottou id for Sea Island 1 lour 4id a 4d ; Drain 13jd a 14d ; Wool, former
sales 20,000 lbs. tieeces at 43 a 50.

H

HOSIERY,

*dlw

C. E. R. Patten.

rt

A

Ml line of

All of whieh will be

BOXES Vermont Cheese—best dairies.
“I ftA
Ao" * 25 Tubs Choice Vermont Butter.
680 Bbls. Family Flour.

1"™'

DRESS GOODS,

GEORGE TRKFETHEN k CO.

any One Risk.

Disarm**:
w’m. Drummond,

Kobl,,,0B. E K Harding,
If'rVanamt ’l*"!.1
A hi. Hewxll,
J. p Mores,
David fallen,
Hl«*»er,
!*?*' Houghton.
das.
Jss F
l Lf en"' 8.
», Patten,
J. t. Jsmeson

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

Fish.
Nice English Codfish,
RAA QUINTALS
1U0 do.
do.
ao.
Pollock,
Cargoes of Schooners Flora and Sarah, now landing,

Louisville, midnight. July 13.
Re|>orts have just been received tliat tlte
main body of Morgan's guerrillas were ut
Bough and Beady, 9 miles south of Frankfort,
at 5 o'clock this afternoon.
Our informant
says the State archives are being removed from
the Capitol.

a

'"

J

GLOVES,

OUR

by

Jockeys,

prepared to offer them at
LOWER PRICES than ever

CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Loaf, and at low rates at
Vi Market Square.

and for sale

and

In almost cndlcaa variety,

stock iu this department is complete, comprising every article used in the art.
MORRISON k CO..
Jnnc24dtfw3t26, Market Square.

the 3d.
A Petersburg paper reports that Captain
Thompson of tlte 2d Mass, regiment is among
the prisoners.
Gen. Magrudcr has been relieved from command by Gen. Johnston. In an address to his
troops he said he was going to a distant and
important command.

,

are now

Re-Gilt,

Photographic Ciood* A Chemical*.

on

Drummond.

And that thev are prepared to make insurance tm th*
mutual principle, against marine
risks, not exceeding

§10,000 In

Mantillaa, Capes. Short Sacks,

On Hand.

war Facta and Rumors.

Corinth, Miss., July 12.
Rebels have been making mysterious cavalry demonstrations in front ever since their repulse at Bonneville by Col. Sherridan. Latter
has fallen baek near Ramsey. The movements
are thought by some to Is' an advance guard of
a foree to attack us; others think it is to cover
the tlank of llragg's command reinforcing

These

trade.
order by

ltonie, Georgia.
The Charleston Courier of the 4th reports
that tlte federal troops have retired from their
position near that city, and that several transports with troops were seen going nurthward

Two cases.

#200,000 t

Immense Stock

we can

Gilt, Rosewood, Black Walnut
Oak Moulding^.

contains extracts from late Richmond papers
one from Knoxville the 4th,
stating
that (Jen. Buell's force, estimated at 30,000
have
ail
crossed the Tennessee river.
strong,
It is supposed they are making a feint movement on Chattenooga to cover movements on

State vs.

kind called for.

ourselves, except those
compete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26, Market Square,MORRISON k CO'S.

necessarily imported,

MUTUAL

iV."s,««lk“m.(,rp“r

—or—

including

in

BATH

Marine Insurance Company.
OFFICE UNDER THE HAGADAIIOCK HOUSE.
FRONT STREET.
TJ1HE President and Directors oT th* listh Mutual
,,,,e no,i”,Mt tb^

84 Middle Street*

to order bv

Photographic Frames.

New Yoke, July 13.
The Baltimore American of Saturday P. M.

State vs. Daniel C. Webb.

ROBINSON,

Have this day marked down their

MORRISON & CO., 16, Market Square.

New York Items.

gued

LEACH A

PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
or style desired—latest
patterns and best

neighboring

CUMBERLAND

or

Gilt Frames.

IjtOR
size

_INSURANCE.

GOOD NEWS! GOOD NEWS!!

Gilt finish made
order,
any size, style or design, of new aud
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and
plates re-set in old frames, bv
MORRISON k CO., 26, Market Square.

man

Prime

DRY GOOPS.

MISCELLANEOUS.^

13.

Another rousing meeting was held in this
city last evening. The City Iiall was crowded
to overflowing, over 3000 citizens
being present and the greatest enthusiasm prevailed.—

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.
M 1*10* STREET,
,
_
wood
je23—6

8. B. WAITE.

pleasure

parties

visiting the Islands,
-i with
1EXCURSIONISTS
at the shortest notice.
Order*
store’*

•

applied

solicited.
ISO Fare Street wear f—t •€ EiehaagDe
CALDEKWOOD k BECKETT.
Portland, Jane 23.
dtf

SPEECH
-OF-

HON. WM. P. FESSENDEN,
In the United States Senate.
bill amendatory of the act
forth the militia, <tc.

July 9th, on the
of 1795, calling

Mr. Grimes, of Iowa, offered an amendment
to the effect that there shall be no

exemption
from the performance of military duty, under
this act, on account of color or lineage. A debate sprung up in which Mr. FESSENDEN
participated, and spoke as follows:
This bill, sir, is thought to be an object of
necessity, and is designed, as I understand it—
and we may as well tell the truth about it, for
we have nothing to conceal here—to meet any
possible contingency which may l>e supposed
to arise from any difficulty in raising troops by
enlistment at once, as soon as they may be required ; and therefore it is proposed to give
the President power to call out the militia,
and to call on all loyal persons without distinction of color, for such a time as to make
their services available. That is the position;
and sir, I am in favor of this bill, if it is thought
advisable by the Committee on Military Affairs
to pass It. I don’t know, sir, but it may be
necessary to go a step further, and to provide
specifically for calling out men by drafting,
and 1 am ready to do that if it is thought advisable. It is not advisable at this moment,
but as Congress is to adjourn very soon, I understand that by this hill it is proposed to meet
any contingency that may arise during the adjournment of Congress, and as such. I think it
a wise and precautionary measure.
But, sir,
It may be worth while to inquire why this conis
and
we
as
well
look
tingency possible,
may
at the matter in the face.
It is because apprehensions are entertained that there may not be
that readiness to enlist that there was heretofore, and I am perfectly willing to state here
that in my own State there is not that readiness to enlist.
There is not that enthusiasm
with regard to enlistments. Have they lost
interest
iu
the war? Not a particle.—
any
Have they lost anything of that determination
which existed formerly to do anything and everything which may be necessary to put down
this rebellion? Not at all. Not in any shape
or form.
Blit they do feel, sir, that the war
must be conducted upon some different printhan
those upon which it has been conciples
ducted hitherto; that is to say, there should
not be, on the part of the military authorities
of the country, that extreme tenderness and
delicacy toward men who have no tenderness
to us except that of the wolf toward the lamb;
but they should be met, if not in the same
spirit, yet in a spirit able to resist and conquer
them. Sir, our soldiers do not like it. and they
do not feel easy w hen they are called upon,
without any necessity, to stand guard over the
enemy's property and protect it while they are
fighting against us. and be shot down by’concealed traitors while they are doing this. They
do not feel that it is just to them, that they who
have volunteered to fight the battles of their
country, should be employed to dig ditches
and throw up intrenclnnents, exposed to all
the miserable consequences of such a sort of
life about the swamps of the Chickahominy or
elsewhere, while at the same time there are
numbers and abundance of men acclimated
who are ready to volunteer their services to
do the same work, and thus save our soldiers.
awnt cti,
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WHICH

IS

well understood, and the government of the
United States and the military authorities of
the United States may as well understand thaW
if this policy is to la- followed, and wo arc not
to avail ourselves of the services of men who
are too ready to render all these services, out
of tenderness to rebels and traitors and murderers. that the people will hesitate to come
forward until they know and feel that they are
no longer to he exposed to that kind of life.
Sir, why is it so ? Why are we so tender toward these traitors? What makes some gentlemen so sensitive the moment we speak of
employing negroes and the slaves of the rebels
in the service of the country? Men who
profess to feci, and I am willing to believe do feel,
the deepest interest in the salvation of the
country, why do they jump to their feet the
moment the idea is propagated that we are to
employ men who are ready and willing and
able to perform these services to preserve the
lives of soldiers of their own and other States ?
What violation of the principles of warfare is
proiwsed ? Why should we not. weaken the
enemy, and attack him in his weakest point ?
Do yon say we are proposing an abolition or
emancipation scheme? Not at all. We are
simply proposing to use those means in thu army which are best for us, ami to use those liest
able to perform a particular kind of service.
Did anyliody ever hear of a nation that was at
war with any other country, that would sacrifice the lives of their own men by making them
do a kind of work when there were about them
friends who were willing and anxious to relieve them from that work? And out of what
consideration ? Why, sir, I have been utterly
at a loss to imagine any.
1 cannot conceive
the slightest ground for it, or reason
why the
men who come to our ramps and tender their
services against the enemies of their
country, i
should he re|» lled and driven out, ami ourown
soldiers sacrificed in performing a duty the
other men are ready to perform. Why, sir, it
it is contrary to every principle of waiiare. 1
am not a soldier, but I undertake to
say that a
general who conducts a campaign upon such
is
no
general at all. He luus forgot
principles
or never knew the first
principles upon which
to conduct a war, which is to weaken the enemy and strengthen himself. 1 have looked upon this thing
quite as long as I feel disposed to.
I do not feel disposed to blame
anybody, and I
have no doubt, not the slightest in the world,
that everybody feels as anxious as I do to close
this war, and to close it effectually. Hut I do
say that a mistake has lieen made in this thing.
Too (treat tenderness has been used, under the
delusive idea that these rebels were to be
coaxed back by tenderness. Sir, you cannot
deal with savages in that way. And the man
who deliberately set* himself to overthrow the
institutions and interests of the country for
purposes of selfish ambition is worse than a
savage. And such is a description of the leaders of this rebellion, and the great mass of their
followers are uneducated and
willing to follow those about them. Now, sir, are we to
go
on in this
way? If we do, the consequences
must be well understood
the
by
government,
the President, the Cabinet, generals, or whoever else sanctions this mode of
proceeding.
They must reverse their course, or let me say,
however public opinion may sustain the
war,
it will not sustain them.
And, sir, this is not from any fooling for abolition or emancipation, or atiy sort of
jx'culiar sentimeut which gentlemen are so fond of
attributing to those on this side of the chamber, but from the absolute necessity of the
case, from the common sense of the tiling. Let
me ask my friend from Delaware (Mr. Sauhbury), if he was engaged in a contest where
liis own life was in danger and peril, and the
servantsof his enemy should come to him and
say: "We will give you aid that may save you.
dig trenches, or do anything for you," would
he repo! them ? Any man who would act thus
has not even common sense, and ha« not
capacity to manage his own life atTairs. I have said
thus much, sir,
to illustrate my idea,
which is this, that if we expect the
people of
this country to come forward
willingly under
any pressure except the absolute necessity,
with their whole hearts and souls, to
tight this
battle out, 1 tell the President in
my place here
as a senator, and I
tell generals of our
army,
that they must reverse 1 heir practice and their
course.
1 know that in some quarters I am
called a conservative, and I think lam. Ido
not say things here without full
delilx-ration,
and 1 say this after lull
reflection, lieeause 1
think it ought to be said.and to lx- said in
publie. It is my opinion that this white
kid-glove
warfare won’t do. We must act
common
upon
sense principles, and do what all men
would
do in such a cast—-avail ourselves of all the
means which the Great Ruler of the universe
lias placed in our power to overwhelm these
wretches who are thus making war
upon us,
upon civilization and upon humanity. I would
do nothing that a Christian and civilized nation onglit not to do. 1 would not employ savages, and bring hack the days of the tomahawk
and the scalping knife. 1 w ould not
employ
these negroes unless I could control them.—
But everything that is within the usages of
of civilized warfare 1 would do, and 1 think it
ought to he done. There is another tiling in
which 1 think there has been a mistake
made,
that is, trying to deceive the
people by culling
a defeat a great stategic
and
movement,
bigiving false names to Brings under the idea
that it will not do to give the
of
the
ix'oplc
country the truth, just precisely as it is. That
Is just what ought to be done: tell the
people
the truth, and resort to no artifice or concealment. Of course I do not speak of those concealments which are necessary to conceal lads
from the enemy. But die idea of
hesitating to
tell the free and Intelligent iieople of this country precisely what the state of things is. and
what is needed to effect their purposes, is an

simply

Illusion and folly.

The people in my Slate, ami t.flp people of
this country, arc intelligent, reading people,
and they are the people who support this war;
their hearts are in it as much as ours. Let
them know, then, plainly what your necessities
are. and what will lie required ol them.
I was
very much amused the other day, at seeing an
address of the governors of the different
States addressed to the President, requesting
him to call out more troops, for they thought
it might l>e necessary in the course of coming
events.
What did it all moan ? It meant that
the President and government thought that
they needed more troops; that our ranks had
been thinned by diseose ami the enemy.—
Didn't we all know it ? Didn't the enemy know
it? Didn't everybody know that we wanted
more men ? Then why not say so ? Now, and
quick, tell the truth—wily we want them, and
how soon. Appeal to the people, and let them
know what we require for the purposes of the
country. Deal witli them honestly, and you
will get a response from every true northern
heart. Therefore, I hope this policy will be
abandoned, and hereafter we shall speak the
truth. I have not stood up here to condemn
and man, or this or that general, or the President. I respect the President. I have stood
by him, and I shall stand by him. I have done
ail 1 could, and contributed all I could to the
support of this w ar. and of our generals, and I
shall continue to do so. II they make mistakes I can forgive them. Men are not always wise, or able to do the very best things.
If they do the best they can, I can bid them
God speed, and go on to light this battle till
they conquer.
But tell me the truth, and treat your enemies
as enemies ami the worst of enemies.
Avail
yourselves. like men. of every power which God
has placed in your hands to accomplish your
purpose, within the reach of civilized warfare.
But the man who tampers with this question,
and who talks against employing negroes for services which they are ready and able to do,leads
me to doubt,sometimes, whether alter all, there
is not something wanting in the heart The
people, by this bill, are called upon to contribute
more men, and if you wish them to do it with
hearts in their bosoms, you must show that
you have some feeling for them; you must
spare them from every trouble, annoyance, and
expoosure that you can—and God knows they
will have enough in such a warfare and such
an enemy.

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

THE MARKETS.
Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Expressly

corrected for the Press to

ACCOUNT

BOOKS!

p bbl.
(8)
6}
Ashes, Pot.
6 g
6
Apples.
Apples, Green p bbl. S4 50 @ 6 00
6 g
Apples, Sliced p lb.
7
6 g
Apples, Cored p p.
6
Apples, Uncored p lb.
2 g
3
Bread.
Bread. l*ilot p 100 lbs.
4 75 % 5 00
Bread, Ship.
3 75 g 4 00
Crackers per bbl.
3 25 g 3 50
35 g
40
Crackers, p 100.
Butter*
15 g 17
Butter, Family p lb.
12 g
14
Butter, Store.
Beans.
2 50 g 2 75
Beans, Marrow p bush.
8 00 g 3 25
Beans, Pea.
Beaus, Blue Pod.
2 75 g 3 00
Cnndles.
( audios, Mould p tb.
11 g
11*
30 g
00
Candles, Sperm.
Cheese.
Cheese, Vermont p lb.
8*8 @ 9*
9
Cheese, New.
g
Cor I—(Retail.)
Cumberland
8
25 g 8 GO
Coal,
P ton.
Coal Whiteash.
7 00 g 0 00
7 00 g 0 00
Coal, Lehigh.
7 00 g 0 00
Coal, Franklin.
Coffee.
0 26 @ 26*
Coffee. Java p lb.
21 g
22
Coffee. St. Domingo.
21 g
22
t offw, Rio
none.
Coffee, Mocha.

Cordage.

Cordage, American...
Cordage, Russia.

Cordage.

Manilla.

do.

Manilla.

Cement—per

bbl.

Drag* and Dyes.

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow' Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi ( arb. Soda.

Sulphur.

Sal Soda.

Camphor,.
Cream Tartar..

Logwood ex.
Magnesia.
Indigo, Manilla, fine.
Madder.
Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.

Cainpheue.
Saltpetre.

BAILEY

&

and Church Collectors Books.

Sapan
Quercitron Bark.

EXCHANGE ST.

52

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,
—Ann—

PA PER HANGING

WAREHOUSE !
Katnbliahed in 1825.
Premium Illank Books

on hand and made to order,
variety of style and finish. From our Ion*
experience, sre are enabled to offer lo the trade and

can

State.

barpnint

quality

in

prices,

and

be found in any other establishment in the

Our stock of

PAPERS

Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
the various styles of gold
papers manufactured, together with a full stock of Satins, mediums and common pajiers—the largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market price*. School Books of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

Exchange Street.

Portland Jane 23, 1862.

COLGSWOKTHY,

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Pictirt Frame*, Piper Hirciro Finn Goods, It., it.,
EXCHANGE STHKET,

and Picture

Binding
Done

neatly as

Framing,

MEDICINES,

above store by

SEAVEY.

M.

AND

brought iuto the city,

< urrauts.
< itrou.
>Vil. Pea Nuts.

Figs,

always be

found at

127 MIDDLE ST.

trifling anvance.
We have also a large lot

CLOTHS,

RES.

MISTI

prices

at

or

Eleme.

Dates.
Prunes.
Floar—Portland inspection.
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Extra Superior.
Western extras.

fancy.
superior.

Ohio extra.

family.

suj>er

1.
fancy.
extra.,.
superior extra.
Rye Flour.

Canada

prices, to be sold at

No.

Bariev.
Shorts p ton.
Fine Feed.

Grimlstonrs.
Grindstones, Rough, |> ton.
Grindstones, Dressed.
Gunpowder.
Sporting.

Hay.
Hay 9 net ton. Screwed.
Hay, Loose.
Hides aad Skias.
Slaughter Hides.
Calf Skins.
< aleutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

Dry.
Sheep Pelts, Green.
Sheyp Pelts, Dry.
Hops.

3 50 @
2 37 <•
2‘25 «
1 25 a.
1 0U ^

of

DOESKIN'S,
we

will sell

and made to order.

BLEACHED OR BROWN COTTONS,

QUILTS, LINENS,
DAMASKS, FLANNELS,
-and-

Every Variety of House-Keeping Goods,
unsurpassed, and one can always fiud any article
line, at about wholesale price*.

in thin

large

P.4K.4SOLS,

assortment of

SI

S

I'.TIBRELLAS,

CLOVES, HOSIERY,
And

endless

variety of of Small Articles pertaining to our business, all of which will he sold cheap
for cash, at
an

1ST. I.

Is/Iitcheirs,

127 MIDDLE STREET,Je23eodd&

MUZZEY ROW.

wtf

Notice.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Tort laud t.as Light Company will lx* held at
their office, No 22 Exchange Street, on
Wednesday,
the 16th
at 3

THE

inst.,
o'clock,T. M., for the election of
officers, the acting iijhiii the Reports of the Directors
and Treasurer, ami the transaction of business that
mav
properly come before the im eting.
EDWARD If DAVIES, President.
jultkodtd

Portland extra Mess do.

Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.
Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Produce*
Beef p quarter, p !b.
Fggs, P dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl.
Apples, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkics.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice*
Bice p lb.
Ram.
Bum, Portland distilled.
Snleratn*.
Saleratus p lb.
Salt*
Salt, Turk’s Is., p lilid. (8 bus.)....
Salt. Liverpool,.
Salt. Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
Starch*
Starch, Pearl,.
Starch, i’otato.

Shot—p

20 ^
12 n,
8 50
6 W

6 75

«

none

8 60
6 50

fv
«

8 75
6 75

none

13
25

3}

(«»

a

16
30
12

a)

32
2 25

none

15
6 00
6 00

20
0 00
0 00

a,
«

8 00
8 20
3 50
07

@10

00
3 40
3 62
09

a
«
o

8j<g

10$

4
4
6
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

50 ;® 4 75
87 a 5 (X)
50 a. 6 00
00 « 6 25
25 a 7 25
12i •• 5 50
75* « 5 00
00 ti 6 50
00 n 6 60
50 d 6 75
00 « 5 25
00 u 6 25
25 a 6 75
75 •• 7 (X)
00 a 4 25
02 <•
2k
8 60
3 75
88

50
65 a
63
60 «
17 0o « 19
22 00 «24

66
65
62
00
00

17 00 >*20 00
30 00

,0

35 00

4 10 ,« 4 38
5 60 a 7 25
12 00 314 (V)
18 00 3.15 00
6 <3>
09
1 60
1 15
90
75
40

»/
a
a
o

@

6
pi
1 70
1 25
1 (mi
90
70

2f§

00
00

fcwiHio.

05 a.
54«

Ufa

Stool.
Kuglixh Blis. Stool.

11
14
7

Iron, Knglif>h.
Iron, RuH*ia.
iron, Russia, iiu’t.

a

5]
is4

10

«

UJvg

Barrel, f > tb
Kegs, |> lb.
Idcnther.
New York, light.

heavy..

«

5fa

Im rdL

nut. wts.

5J

00
IS
121
15
81

17*«

German

"

81

12}
81
9

a)

19 rs>
21 a

21
24
24
2ti
y,)
ig

20^

slaughter.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS;
EDITED

00 a}
75
25 @ 8 50

and

The Portland Daily Preps is intended to be
enterprising, vigorous and lire Daily Morning

an

Paper, containing
and

75

6\ <*j
7

qj

40

&4@

Pimento.
Seed**
Herds Grass.
Western Clover.
Bed

Top.

Linseed.

< auary.

operations of our army and navy, but
unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to ex-

6>

hibit and defend sound

Kepublican principle*, and,
iuasmuch as political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as .the Kepublican
party w hich, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its

374

enemies that its

present

42
23
21
21
70
80
20
15

not with

C.
X.
Coke.
Twine.
Cotton Sail.
Flax

none

8JS}

9}

9
6

24
GO
15

»
,,

as

only available means of accomplishing such
a lofty patriotism
Imperatively demands.

1 no
65
60

raj

Pig. p 100 lb.
“.

7 75
7 75
9 00

«
«

R oo
8 00
9 25

Pine—No. 1.838 00 ®00 00
No. 2.
No. 8.
No. 4.

Shipping Lumber.

Spruce.
Hemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash)
C

laphoards, S extra.
P
Shingles, Cedar, extra.
No. 1.
extra pine.
Lath*, Spruce.
F>®«.

lied Oak Staves.
Mol. iiltd Shooks & Heads, city...
••
"...
Sug.
do
country
Green sawed, without heading.

I>rv Riff,.
Hoops.
Hackineiack limber, p tun.
Iflmr,
Lime, Rockland, cask.

34 OO «(10
24 00 it 00
14 00 otXI
12 00 a 14
10 00 a 12
8 00 m 10
45 «
13 oo
15
80 00 ;«32
2 60 ,1 3
2 00 a 2
2 50 o 8
1 15 <1 1
1 87 n 1
20 00 o 35
2 10 » 2
2 no .. 2
1 40 ,« 1
1 00 e 1
1 10 o 1
20 00 if 22
8 00 a 10
65

@

(X)
00
00
(X)
00
00
50
on

00
(X)
25

75
2o
62
00

124

12]

65
05
15
00
(XI

70

Molasses, Cienfugos.
Molasses, Cuba claved.
Molasses,
tart.
Molaascs,
Museo.ada,.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup. hhds
Kalla.
Cask.
Xn.nl Stores.
Tar.
Fitch.
Basin
Turpentine p gal.
Oaltnaa.
Oakum, American.
Oil.
Portland Kerosene Illuininat'g Oil
Maeltlne.
Clarioe.
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.
...

Summer.
Grand Bank and llav Chaleur

Shore.
I.iliseefi.
Bulled.
laird Oil....

28@

00 ff
22 «.
27 (oj

33
25
22t

8oJ

18Jbbls21
3

37jg.

10 00
6 0n
8 On

ff
ff
a

3 50
12 00
7 00
0 00

lMjjlll)
7jg

84

80 % 0 33
75
83
1 60 a 1 65
60 o
68
68 u
60
17 0O ff 18 00
16 00 n 17 00
01) no
(r>
9» «o
96
75 tg 80

the foulest

blot

upon

looking

measures

to

peaceful

a

a

generous and

hearty

distinctly announcing the general course
proposed for the Prerr. and intending that, alike in
war and in peace—in our country’s
peril and in its
triumph, it shall speak w ith no uncertain voice, we
While thus

48
41
36
51
43
as
53
1 00

do not lose

sight of the fact that true men have honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
and. instead of seeking to widen the differences between those who

88 0

34}

are required by a common patriotconcert, the Press will labor hopefully
to encourage unity of purpose and harmony of act-

00
354

«J

ism to act in

ion amoug all loyal men.
Aside from its political

9 75 (&10 00
11 60 «12 00
7 75 ^ 8 00
31
40
23
2»5
14

«
tv

£

ment

tion will be
it

an

and State.
be

Its Local Departneglected. Particular atten-

given to the Commercial and Maritime
It will be the aim of its conductors to make

indispensable

Institution of the

.State, and

a

gecountun-

people of Maine, will give their undivienergies to the work before them, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, and the exigencies of the time* demand—
known to the

ded

6 00

@ 50
62}crl00
42

6j«$

city

no case

nial and welcome visitor in every work-shop,
ing-house, and family circle. The Editors, not

<*$ 6 26

^

ill in

w

interests.

14}

2 00 ® 2 60
2 60 a 4 00
2 25 ift 2 50
6 00
4 00

earnestly

be

department,

the Press will
devoted to the advancement of the best

interests of the

33
00
31
00

<3

6}

that shall be true to the

popular instincts.
Portland Daily Press is priuted with entirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sunone

The

Hitt
90 ,aj

9
00

j

1 20 ® 1
5 a,
40 a
764«
^ i-10

22
324
40
77
dis
dis
dis
dis
dis

months, 60 cents per mouth.
The Maine State Press, large, neatly printed,
and well filled with the news of the week, and orig!
inal and selected Political, Agricultural. Literary aud
I
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
1
] the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at 81.50 per
in advance. To auy person sending
1 year, idvariably
the names of Jire new tnb*criber», cash in advance,

<a

1
8 (a ft
0^2

Baltimore.
Ht. Loais.
Cincinnati.

| days excepted.) at
J

*»

growth

duty of 10 per cent, is levied on al
imported direct from the place ol

production.
ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
or

less than

BITTKK.—4 |»

cent.

CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax,8c., Tallow, 2c.,

per

CHEESE.—4e Jp lb.
COAL.—(Retail.) From Br. Province*. free, other
foreign Bituminous 91; ail other kiuds 60c per ton.
COFFEE.—5c per It*.
wnwnun.— iuum

id.

Jiuimn

t'

other 3c

in,

Sill

p tb.
DRUGS and DYES.—Per lb. Acids, (nitric, oxalic,
and all others used for medicinal
purpose* or tine
arts.) Ah»e*. Assafnetida, Aiumouia, (autharides.
Gamboge, Ipecac, .lalnp, Juniper Berries, Manna,
guicknifver, Rhubarb. Sarsaparilla. Sponge*. Verdigris. Vanilla Beaus. 10percent, ad val —Il\driodate
and Prussiate Potash, Peruvian Bark. 15 per cent, ad
val.—Citric Add, Castor OB, Cnboba, Essential oils.
Epsoin Salts. Isiuglass. Flor Sulphur, Senna Arrow
Hoot, blue or white Vitrol, Ginseng, 26 per cent.—
Copperas. 25c p 100 lh.—Bleaching Powders, 3iic p
100 lbs.—Alum and Sago, 50c p 100 lbs
Ketiued Borax, chromate aud bichromate
Potash. Sugar of
Lead and Argots, 3c p lb—Opium. 81 p lb.—Balsam* aud
Sulphate guiniuc, 30 p cent.—Alum. Sal
Soda and Soda Ash jc p lb.—Bi Carb Soda, ( austic
Soda, liquorice Hoot, 1 c p lb. and ground do 2c p
lb. Liquorice Paste, 5c p tb. —Ketiued Camphor
and Cream Tartar, 6c p lb.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic. Hochelle Salts, Gum Copal, and others gums

85 pe

Subscriptions

r annnm.

for

six

extra copy will be sent gratis.
N. A. Foster,
)
J. T. Cu.m ax, } N. A. Foster k
J. 11. Hall.

or

resinous substance* used for

)

same

purposes

as

Gum

Copal, 10c p tb.—Roll Brimstone, 36 p tou.—Oil
Cloves, 70c p lb.—Morphine, 31 p oz.—Alcohol, 40c
p gal.—All other description* quoted, free. Chicory
Root, lc p lb.
DYEWOODS.— Free.
Dl l K.— 25 p cent, ad val.
FEATHERS.—30 p cent, ad val.
FISH.—Per 100 lb foreign caught; Herring 31;
Mackerel 82; Salmon 33; aud all other pickled iu
brls. 81 50 p hri.—otherwise 50c per 100 tbs. From
Province* free.
FRUIT.—Lemons, Orange*. Banana* and Plantains 20 p cent, ad val.—Almonds 4c. and shelled do,
fie per lb-Nuts aud Dates, 2c p tb—Currants, Fig*,
Plums, Prunes and Raisins, 5c p tb—Citron 30 p
(•RAIN—Corn and Oats 10c; Rve aud Bariev 15c;
and Wheat »>c per bush.
From Br. Provinces! free.
GRIN DST( IN ES.—Rough—Free.
(•I NPOWDER.—30
ceut. ad val, per cask of 25
lbs.
HIDES ft SKINS.—10 p cent, ad val.
HOPS.—10 p cent.

Established f<rr the treatment (\f those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

delicacy.

ATE CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
a number of years confined his attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his
practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are
mild,
and there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office. 5 Temple street, ( barges moderate, ami a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
Ills remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail; cures without
dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cun* without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a low hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, hut
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
propel
are entirely
remedy is used. The
vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are trouble! with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness'in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a riugiug in the ears,
weak eves, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
ty"Send stamp for Circular.
jull—dk w 3m3

PK1X
for

ingredient*

sanity

IRON.—Pig and Scran, 36; Bar. rolled or hammered, 315; Railroad 812; Boiler 320 p ton; Sheet
$25 p ton.
LEATHER—SO p cent.
LEAD —Pig ljc p th
LIME.—10 p cent, ad val.
M(»LASSES.—6c p gal.
NAILS.—Cut lc, Wrought 2c, Assorted 3c p lb.
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
20 p cent, ad val.; So. Turpentine 10 cents p gal.
OAKl'M.—Free.
OIL.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fish oils, of For- |
eign Fisheries; Ncatsfoot, Linn^ed, Hcmpseed aud j
RajH *eed, 20 |»er cent; Olive iu casks. Palm, Seal, aud
Cncoumtt 10, Olive Salad 30 per ceut. ait val.
PAINTS.— White Lead, drv or ground in Oil and
Red Lead, 2 l-2c pe* tb: Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
2 l-2c p lb ; Prussian Blue 10c— Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Veuetian Red 2o—Spanish Brown,
dry, 20; in oil, 80 p cent, ad vat—Yellow and other
Ochres, 85c per 100 lbs—Paris White, dry, 35c, iu oil,
81 35; Whiting 25c p 100 tbs.
PLASTER.—Free.
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
and Hams 2c—Butter and Cheese 4c p lb.
RICE.—lc p tb.
SALT.—In hulk 12c. aud in bags 18c p 100 lb*.
STARCH.-20 p ceut.
SOAP.—30 p cent.
SPICES.—Ginger Root, 3c: Ground (linger, 5c.—
Pepper and Pimento, 6c.—Cloves, 8c; Cassia. 10c.— 1
Cassia Buds, 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—31 ace aud Nutmegs, 25c p lb.
SEEDS.—Linseed, 16c p bus; Canary, 10 p cent.
Other kinds free.

8UGA1L—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Meladn aud Concentrated Molasses. 24c p tb; al>ove
No. 12, not refined, 3c; refined, 5c p fb; w hen tinctured or colored, 8c.
TEAS —20c p lb.
TOBACCO.—Leaves unmanufactured. 25; all other
kinds 30 p cent, ad val.
TIN —In pigs, free; Plates. 10 p cent, ad val.
TWINE -30 p cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c p lb and under, 5 p cent;
under 24c p lb, 3c; over 24o p lb. 9c p lb.
ZINC.—In blocks or pigs, lc: in sheets, ljc P lb
Manufacturers of, 30 p ceut. ad val.
—

t'ancers, or those afflicted with comId immediately avail themaclvoa
Of Dr. t.reene s
of
personal attention.
1, ,* OU “ ,h"
“®«. ur
free

People
May, 1963.

LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E SPRING.
NELSON DING LEY, Jr.,
R. S. STEVENS.
N. A FAR WELL.
S. P STRIUK LAND,
EUGENE HALE,
R. It. FULLER.

Dr.

State

d<**crfptive

WANTED!

PIIINNEY,

umberland

DANIEL ELLIOT,

Co.

Rep. Coin.

EDWARD L PICKARD,
JOHN T HULL,
( HARV L8 H
OSGOOD,
HENRY L. PAINE,
HENRY P. LORD,
JAMES DOUGHTY,
OREN RING.
WILLIAM GRAY.
JOHN M STEVENS,
AUG. F GEK1SH,
FRANCIS E. PRAY,
WM II PLUMMER.

Republican
'ity

Committe of

engaging elsewhere. Rem. mber that I am the
originator of the 25 cent package stationery, and also X. E. Agent for H. II. Lloyd
A Co s celebrated Map* and Charts, and J. C. BiDtre’s
fine Steel Engraved Portraits. Withal, it mar
bn
*l.v "aid. that I have the best assortment or the
m«-st saleable articles for the times that can be
found
pBf'irnUrs addrem B B.
»D SSELL. 515 « ashington .street. Boston.

tor

FOWLE'S PILE AND HUMOR CURR
THE ONLY SLUR CURB

For

BLEEDING BLIND, and ITCHING PILES
LEFROMY. AcHOFvLa. MAI.T RI1F.CM
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

Or.e bottle warranted to cure every case of Piles;
two
bo*ties in all other cases of the above
di»*a<e»; if not,
dealers are requested to reftind the
money in
very
case.
Only five bottles in a thousand returned, and
those were confirmed Fistula. Hundreds of letter*
and certificate-* are now in the
proprietor’s possession,
which can be seen on application. Send for Chcular
Prepared by HENRI D FOWLE. Chemist. 71
Prince street, Boston.
Sold everywhere.
Certificates with each bottle.

This celebrated Female Medicine,
virtues unknown of any-

possessing

thin* else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and
laimu*, and is the very beat
as it
will bring on the monthly sic knksp
in cases of obstruction, after all other
remedies of the kind have been tried
iu vain.
«y*Over 2000 BOTTLES have
now lx*en sold without a
single failure when taken as directed, and withthe least injury to health in any
hixolk

thing kuown for the purpose,

put up in bottles of three different strengths with full directions
for nsing, and sent by express, closely seated, to all
parts of the country.
Pric es —Full strength. S10; Half Strength, 9b;
Quarter Strength. S3 per bottle.
IF’RenraWr! This medicine is designed expresaly for obstinate Cases, which all other rem-

edies of the kind have failed to cure; also that it is
warranted as represented in every respect, or the
price will be refunded.

flTBEWAKEOF IMITATIONS! Nnsgenuine

and warranted unless purchased directly of Dr. M
at hi* HKMKDIAI. INSTITUTE
FOR SPECIAL
DISEASES, No. 2H Union Street. Providt*tice, R. I.
tyThis siH-ria/it•/ embrace** all dis**ases of a prirute nature both of MEN aticl WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years' piactice,
hi* whole attention to them.'
jJTt’«»nsnJtat ions bv letter or otlierwise are strictly
coiitidential. and medicines will he sent bv
secure from observation. to all parts of the United
S'ates. Also, accommodations for LADIES from
abroad wishing fora secure and quiet Retreat, with
good care until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It has l*een estimated that over two
lmndrc*d thousand dollar* are imid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England aloue, without any
benefit to those who pay it. Meat of this sum comes
out of a class of person* who an* the lea*! able to lose
it. but once paid they can merer get if back, and they
»-e compelled to suffer the wrong tn silence, not daring to expose the cheat for tear of ejiutsina themselves. All this comes from trusting, without inquiry,
to men who are alike destitute 01 honor, character,
and skill, and whose only recommendation is their
own false and extravagaut assertions, in
of
themsetres. If. therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man’s word, »»«• nustt*r irhat his
professions are, but MAKF. INQUIRY it will cost
you uothing. and may save you many regrets; for as
in nine cases out of ten are
advertising
bogus, there is no safety in trusting any of them, unless you know »rhn and irhat they are.
»^*Ilr. M. will *rnd rurr. by’enclosing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASED OF WOMEN,
and on /*rirate biseasts generally: giving most full
information, frith the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is
deserving of any confidence WHATEVER.

g.vfng

Express,

praise

physician*,

IJ^Order* by mail promptly attended to.

Write
ami direct to Dr. II. N. Matti-

your address plainly,
box, as above.
June 23.

d4w2m

BUY MF. AND I LL DO YOU IKMJD !”

Secured,

BY TUB CO* OF TB*

Ur.

STUMER

MEDKIKE,

Langley’s

.Sanaparnu. Wild Cherry, Yellow
Dock, Prick ley Ash, Tboroughwort, 'Klmbatb,

Ciurosr.l)

of

The effect of this medicine is most wonderful—it
directly upon the bowels and b!«>od, by removing
all obstructions from the internal organ*, stimulating
them into healthy action, remit atin* the fountains of
the blood, cleansing it from all humors
life,
and causing it to course through every part of the
body ; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver loinplaint, that main wheel of so many disease*, Jaundance in its worst forms, all Hillious Disease* and
foul stomach,
Coativeness. all kinds of Humors, Indigestion. Headache, Dizziness. Piles, Heartburn. Weakii(*ss. Pains in the side and bowels, Flatuor diseased Livlency. Loss of appetite, and a
er. a disordered stomach or bad Wood, to which all
are more or less subject in Spring and Summer.
More thau 20,000 nersous nave been cured bv this
medicine. It is highly recommeud«*d by Phy*tciaus
everywhere. Trv it and von will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at ouly
25 and 33 cents per bottle. < >rtk*r* addressed to
t.EO. C. GOODWIN 4 CO., Bouton.

WANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, in
re*|>cctahle localities, and within ten minutes* walk of the Post Office.
Kent not to
exceed from $160 to 175 per anuum.
Address Box 42. Port office, or
at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portlaud, June 23.
distf

8CAI.ES.

experience

Thrue Scale* are utlll manufactured
only by the original inventor*, who
are constantly adding such real and
valuable improvement $ as their long
and skill »ngge*t.

COMPLETE VARIETY:
Hat form. Counter. Druggist’*. ami Butcher’* Scales; Beams, Weights, kc.(
for sale at our Warehouse,
A

Hay, Coal. Railroad.

as

118 Milm Street,
(Thorndike Building,) Corner of Batterymareh 8t,
BOUTON.

.Sold in Portland by Embry k Watbrhocsm.

White’* Patent Alann

apply

WANTED.
rooms, near

Enquire at

Sold at Fa rbaxe's
Milk Stkeki Bosto*.

FAIRBANKS A

DEALER IK

HACK MKT AC

KNEES, LOCUST TREENAILS, and a general variety

Ship

of

Cargoes

Stock.

Oak Timber and Blank furnished to

of

der.
32 State St.,

or-

Boston. Wharfl50 Border St., E. Boston.

FAIRBANKS A HEARD,
WHOLERALE

DEALER 19

ALE, PORTER. CIDER. SODA,
AND MINERAL WATER.
Howard ATH.E9grsf Biildisq. Howard St.,
BOSTON.
DRACGHT AIK AXD DORTER.
Bl’RNETTS
A»

Wash for the

KAI,LISTON,

Complexion haa

no eqaal.
It la
distinguished for iU cooling and aoothiug propertiee,
r

and ia

admirably adapted

to all annataral condirinna

mooring Tan. Sanborn, Freckles. Rednew and Konghnma of the akin. Ac caring
Chapped
Hand,, and allaying the irritation canard by the bites
of Moaqaitoea. and other annoying insects. Prepared by Joseph Barnett fc Co., Boston, and Ibr sale
by
of the ,kin:

I all dealers.

PREMATURE LOSS
to common

promoted by the

use

THE HAIR,

OF

now-a-days,

may he entirely
of Hmm'l Cocoa tax. It

bar been naed in thouaauds of

case,

where the hair

coming ont in handfulla, and haa never failed to
arrest its decay, and to promote a healthy and
vigorous growth.
It is at the same time unrivalled as a
dowsing for the hair. A single application will render it soft and glaaey for aeverai days. Prepared by
Joseph Burnett A Co., Boetoo. and for «le by all
was

dealers.

NEW
CORNER OF

PAINT

TORE.

WATER

CONGRESS ST.,

AND

BOSTON.

Aihael
Formerly

Wheeler, Apr’I,

Union Street, Manufacturer and Deal-

in

in

cr

PAINTS OILS. VARNISHES,
And Painter*’ Supplies

dene rally, Sta.
pie Drags, Sponges, (iuu,

June21d4m

—AXD—

CLEMS’

Invalids !

SIT m M EIt

SUPERIOR

BLUES.

CU It E

—AND—

Howes’

Cough Pills,

By

the concurrent testimony of many sufferer*, the
fact has bceti established, that for the cure of

DIARRIKEA OR DYSENTERY
lu persons of all ages, no medicine ha* ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually doe*
it work and at the same time leaves the bowel* in an
active, healthy condition, a*

MACHINE CUT
THE

That for Children troubled with Tanker in mouth
stomach, or mothers suffering from nursiug sore
mouth, a sale and speedy cure is effected by the use of

or

SILVER STREET

ICE

ST., PORTLAND, Me.

AH orders promptly attended to, and the
BEST QUALITY OF ICE delivered in auv part of
the city, at the market rates.
2w

That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, there is no reinedy extant that *o universally

aff ord* relief

That for a
Tain* in the

reinedy

EATON HOARDINGS SCHOOL,

BOYS.

iu

OFFICE AND SALESROOM:

NO.

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest,
side, or a long standing Hack, the best

Family School, and the best of reference
given. Please sent for a Circular.
11. M. EATON A SON. Proprietors,
AMoS H. EATON, Principal.

LLEWELLYN A. LUCE, Assistant.
June 26th, 1863.
d2w

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
MISSOURI LAM) COMPANY Ian par

chased from the llaunibal &
TIIF.
of

St. Joseph Railroad
land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and maim fact tiring purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscribers "in shares of $2l) each.
Maps, with foil information, can be had by calling on

dtf

STREET,
(Corner of Central.) Boston.

MOURNING GOODS,

30 Winter Street.
HOWE’S

COUGH TILLS.

Established for

That a* an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
of Ththisic, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
nsumptiou, the public have already reudered their
united verdict iu favor of

Borrow,

the Sale of

MOURNING DRESS GOODS,
—

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.

AND—

millinery exclusively.
8. 8. William*.

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
Barks, and contaius not a
particle of Opium ok Dhuo of any sort. It always
decoction of Roots and
doe*

good,
By

and

never

J A M E S

does harm.

THEIR WORK* YE SMALL KNOW

THKM."

G. C. Goodwin A To.. Boston. Genera) Agent* for
New England. H. II. Ifav. Tort land, and H. K.
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine.

Cirsoid by Druggist* and Merchant* generally.
HOWES it CO., Pr*prin*r*.
HwOmnnl

«fc

P O P E,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer* in

Belfast, Maine.

tract

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
168 Middle Street, Portland.

KILBY

FAMILY

is

mHE SECOND QUARTER of the Summer Session
A of this Institution will commence

a

34

COUGH TILLS.

Ci

JJlHt.

Film, warranted superior to all oth-

use.

ca-i^s

READFIELD, ME.

MONDAY, JULY

as

HOWES’

FILES.

WHIPPLE

FILE MANUFACTURING CO.
Ait* now
ready to supply every description of their
Machine Cut
er*

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

HOCSE

-and-

June 23.

BROWN.

SHIP TIMBER AND PLANK

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

KENT'S HILL,

Warchocsr. II*

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

-DEALER IN-

FOR

Sr a LI

by

H ENRY .JONES,

That for Children Tutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrlnra or any irregularities of the bowel*, all other remedies are insignificant. a* compared with

W. CLARK,

No. 32 EXCHANGE

Money Drawer.

CERTAIN PROTECTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

A

torpid

M

RENT, of five or six
part of the city.

rwfiwl

PREMIUM STANDARD

Dyspepsia.

Courage

the business
this office.

FAIRBANKS

Which la

BOOT AND HERB BITTERS.

l’ortland.

TENEMENTS WANTED.

large

AGENTS.

about to engage in the sale of 35 cent
fpHOSE
pack*
1
ag«*s of
Stationery, Maps, ( harts, or Portraits,
should write to me before

purifying

oimnittce.

LUKE BROWN,
O. G. COOK,

a

1

office will be open, and competent persona in
^
to 6
■ All commnnicationa should he directed to R
“
GREENE. 95 Brumfield Street, Boston
Note. Persons wishing to iMveatigate this
method
of practice, or its superior success, will be fun
,t«hod
with m
of treatment, free br
pamphlet
mid re-wing K. GREENE, M. D., 36 Brumfield
Street *
Boston.

attendance, fl-om 7 1-J A. M

MATTISONS INDIAN EM MEN AGOG UK.

acts

{(■publican

BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,

Company

of

to

(COPYRIOHT SECURED.]

Mandrake, Dandelion, 4c.. all of which are so compounded a* to act iu concert, and assist Nature iu
eradicating disease.

C. II. It. WOODBURY,
T. HARMON.
E WOODBURY,

This is
can be

•>! mail,
he at the office from 8 A. M

'U iinrenc wilt
The

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY
FOR FEMALES.

GREAT STRING AN1>

of Maine.

D.

Rev. I*. Maboy, Fire
Oreeyb, M. D.. Superintending Phyeirinn.
Thi« Institution in nUblishn) for tho cure of Dfe.
o*w, niton the principles of innocent medication, entirely discarding the use of I’oisnnous Drugs.
Many tliwaMw. such as Scrofula, llumort of tho
Blood. Diseases of the Throat and Lunga,
Dyspepsia,
Over Complaint, Heart Complaint.
Rheumatism,
Fcmala Complaints, and a great variety of
ordinary
Diseases are successfully treated
by Medicine which
may be seut to any part of the
country with full
directions.
R.

charge

Infirmary.

Health and Strength

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
projected in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new paper to the hearty support of the

MSMAjfll

one of their
in constant attend-

experience

Eclectic Medical

Co., Publishers.

Portland, May 19, 1862.

< LEM ENT

of

jull—3in

The

BHF.AD.—30 per cent.

lb

lad)

DR. HIGHER

an

HATES OF DUTIES.
An additional
merchandise not

A

our

greatest “moral, political and social

evil," will iind in the Press
support.

@ 1 00

43 1$
3K t,j
33 «
46 aj
41 «>
33 n
43 a

—LADIES desiring may consult

apologize

our

DR. HUGHES.
Middle, Portland.

of

N. Day, /V«t.

Rev.

nor

constitutes

other constitutional
removal of

45^
45 ^

free

corner

the

institution which is the greatest anomaly In a free
government. The emancipation of slavery in the
federal Capital, the co-operation of the federal with
the loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation, as proposed by President Lincoln, and all

11}

ft

N. B

own sex.
ee.

an

111]|}
81*$
6}$

by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street,

character, nor attempt to resist the tide of
events that seems destined to
sweep from existence

in]
lil

11}

Renovating

national

lo|

llja;

Sheathing.

Philadelphia.

8|

101 «*
yin

Baleing.

Exchange.
t hi London—60
days.
Pari*.
Amsterdam.
Bremen, rix dollar.
New York—at sight.

conserve the great prin-,
Governments, th© 1'rebs
organization of that party,
design to foster a mere partizan spirit, but

evil which

none

7jaj

their exitecial accommodation.
Dr. II.’g Eclectic
Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will fimlit invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It Is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
ti e least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all time**.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,

endorse any compromises
with men in rebellion against the laws of the
laud,
but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
all true democracy—that the majority must
govern.
vpuu uie cxcmng question oi domestic Slavery, it
may be proper to say. that while the Press will sanction no interference with the constitutional or
legal
rights of loyal men, it will neither
for an

7J

*•

India.
Varnish.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
1 Umar Varnish.
Wssd.
Hard, retail.
•Soft,
Wool.
Domestic.
Prtts.
Zinc.
Pigs and slabs.
Sheet Mossimaun.

sec-

competent to

It will neither seek

74

78

a

fords the
results

G_

Plat***—
Char. I.
u
I

were

in the full coniciousness that it embodies the true
principles upon which our government rests, and af-

^2 12}

76
75

seems

ciple* underlying all
will cordially sustain

8
7J«
3 00 ,i 3 25
2 50 a 0 00
3 00 & 8 25

Tin.
Banca. cash
Straits, cash.

and tendencies

in its devotion to the Union while other organizations
have so generally become infected with a
disloyal
spirit, and inasmuch as it is the only party which at

16

@

2 00

6’* am! 10'* common.
half |kI*. best brands.
half pd*. medium good.
half jhIs. common.
Natural Leaf. pd*.
Fancy, in Foil.

designs

tional. and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast

40 @
22 a}
20 n
20
65 a.
76 ag
IS MJ
14 &

Hough.

support to the administration of AbraLincoln, who in little more than one year, has

in the

7;

Tran*
Tea. Hyson.
Tea. Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong.
Tea. Souchong.
Tobacco*
5’* and 10’s best brands.
6’s and 10‘* medium.

give an earnest, cordial,

the matchless

@ 9 50

6
6
5
4
14
8

Sugar. Portland A.
A A.
Sugar.
'*
Yellow.
Sugar,
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
in bond.
Sugar.
Sugar, Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar,
Sugar, Coffee Crushed.
Sugar. Crushed.
Sugar, (irauulatcd.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tallsw.
American refined.....

the Prebp will

indellibly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
as an incorruptible patriot, an inflexible Chief
Magistrate, and an honest inau; the ability of whose administration is most signally exhibited, not 'only in

20

Mace.
Nutmegs.

Politically,
ham

none

9 00

throughout the State.

and generous

75
374

PiJ^

for

neatly
general

DR.

State.

I

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
OFFICE 38 BltOMFIF.LD ST.. BOSTON.

HUGHES particularly invit«* all Ladies who
need a no dical advisor, to call at his rooms. No
6 Temple Street, which they will find
arranged for

Both of the above named papers will labor to

45

2 50 (ffi 2
2 12i« 2
2
2

mail

inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political principles and to promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as its interests
twine with, and arc inseparable from, those of the

7

@

and

a

circulation

5 ^
7J
121 a
13
1 25 q* 1 37
6
2\ <m
12 a)
15
7
8
12 a)
17
9 ,a>
11
4 \aj
6
6 50 ^850

by

news

large, well-filled, carefully edited,
priuted weekly paper, intended specially
Is

74

6J@

th© latest and fullest

telegraph.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

00
faO
00
50
50
00
50
7

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

25
25

Eclectic Medical

B Y

T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Times,

JOHN

25 @ 2 75
25 ic 2 75

00 7* 14
50 n 13
00
14
50 tt 16
00 « 14
00 « 13
50 « 15
00 oil

BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS.
_

ad val.

American

Clear

p
@ 8 00

1 60 ^ 1 65
1 60 a, 1 65
6 Op ® 5 50
14
12
14
15
14
13
14
11

MEDICAL.

OF THE

—

Common.
Refined Iron.

**

9
8
8
7
2
2
8
8

(linger,(Africa).

^

86 (8)

PROSPECTUS

0 00 @ 8 75'

Soap, Family do.
No. 1.
Soap, Kagte No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap. Crane's.
S pice*.
Cassia p lb.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Bace).

Hemp

2 50

——-HBmH-!

1 60
1 70
l 12

it

4

Soap

w
n

@

2 50

Soap. Leatho & Gore’s, Trowbridge
gt Smith’s Kxtra No. 1 p lb.

22
15

@ 8 75

100 lbs.

1 50
1 65
1 06

Son p*

none

M oilman.

SKIRTS. HANDKERCHIEFS, BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES, LINEN BOSOMS,

I^ead.
Planter*
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Pro* inion*.
Chicago Mess Beef..
Portland
do

@ 3 00

2 75

16

SATINETS, fcc, Ac,

Pants, and in this line

OUR STOCK or PRINTSJ

a

00
011
50
75
60

15 @

Pipe.
Lumber—From the yard.

that can't he beat.

We have

4
3
2
1
1

Sort, 1861.

Sheet ami

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas

Im

65
45

25 nj

Grata.
Rye.

Foreign

Constantly on hand,

00
00
00
00
00

Igad.

CASSI MERES.

Either for Coat

g

Raisins—

the most extensive stock of

at the lowest cash

purchased

06

3)

2]

60 (§

Atneneati Calf .Skins...
Slaughter Wax leather.

a

03

common.

Ix-mous, bx.
Oranges.

Slwot
Sheet

Dry Goods,

can

MITCHELL'S,

We hare in .lore

Just

00

44

uouo

spring.

VARIED

Assortment of
N. I.

32 g
08 g
02 g

24
49 (3}
35 aj
48 «
34 /«,
29 eg}

Norway.
fast .Stool.
THE BEST, MOST EXTENSIVE

Bed

1]

12

2*oj

Almonds—Jordan V lb
Soft Shell.

First

Physician, and Families supplied with Medicine, and
book,, law renewed and vial, refilled.
June 24. 1862.
rod6m

Ever

g

l*g

Frail.

Rifle and

usual.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC
For sale at the

Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled |> box.
No. 1
Mackerel |> bbl.
Ray No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Muire No. 1.
**
2
**
3.
4.

Blasting.

Next door ibove the Briti,h ond American
Fxpres,
Office, where he will accommodate all who may be in
want of *ood« in hi, line, at
very low price,.

Book

Fish, Cod large P quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish. Hake, new.
Herring, Pickled, |> bbl.

Oat*
South Yellow Corn.
Corn, Mixed.

H» removed hi, ,toek of

TO No. 92

02
(»5
00

11 g

Frnthrrs*
Fathers, Live (icoac p lb.
leathers, Russia.

Buckwheat Flour
lb.
Com Meal.

HALL L. DAVIS,
53

oz.

Layer.

Is selected with the greatest care from the beat Foreign and American Houses, mud embraces every article needed for public offices,
Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

ROOM

oz.

12

"

Blue, cask.
Black.
Bunch, box.

STATIONERY

S. II.

02

No. 10.
No. 3.
No. 10.

Duck, U. 8.10

4}
2*

4*a>

Shelled.

of every

than

«>

Fish.

66 and 58 Exchange Street.
Portland, June 23.1®62.
dtf

customers better

Tent

00
00

a

02 tv
1 \tv

Duck, Ravens,.
Duck, Portland. No. 3.
**

BAILEY it NOYES,

our

13

4*g

Red Sanders.

Navy, Superior,

Letter, note. Cap and Record papers, Envelopes—
white and buff, Gold Fens, Stool Vena, Ac.. ice. Every article at lowest rates. We Buy for Cash and
Sell Cheap.

52

2;

even*

STATIONERY.

14*

g 1 30

13

Savanvilla,.

Nic
Wood.
Peach
K<-d

kind of Blank Book used
by Banks. Insurance and Railroad C ompanies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Couutiug Houses.

11

12*

03 g
04
15 g
25
17 $
49
22 g
25
4 g
4*
6ka.
6
5 g
6
3 g
4
1 00 a, 1 05
35 g
46
10* tv 12
25 g
33
1 00 g 1 50
16 g
00
1 25 « 1 30
62 n‘
68
72 5)
73
1 66 g 0 00
10 g
20
12 g
00

Hvpemic.
Logwood, Canipeachy.
St. Domingo.
Extract Logwood.

Journals, Lodgers, Invoice. Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letter*, Masonic

We make to order

lOJg
14 g
12* n>

Litharge.

Dye woods.

••

EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

66 AND 68

11

1 20

Bra/.il VV«K»d.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.

AOYES,

10*g

12 Pg

Boltrope, Russia.

Barwood,.
Manufactured and for Sale by

9.

A shea*
Ashes Pearl

Vitnol.

BLANK

July

Olive Oil.
Castor Oil.
Neats foot Oil.
Onion* —per bbl.
do Bermuda p lb.
Pninl*.
Portland Lead, in oil,.
Lewis Lead,
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc,
Kochclle, Yellow.
Fug. Yen. Bed.

WHITE

OAK

AND HACKMETACK 8HIP TIMBER,
White line
tories.

Timber for Wharve*. Bridge* and Fac-

Also Southern line

Flooring*

on

baud and

worked to order.

93 State Street, (up stair*.)
Timber I>ock*

corner

of

E and Firat 8ta., Boston.

Notice*.
ill he

received bv the Committee

PROPOSALS
Streets. Side-Walks and Bridges, at the Civil
Book, Card &
Ei gineer’s office, until Tuesday the 8th day of July
w

on

next, for the removal of the Tile* or Dolphin* iff the
Harbor off Victoria Wharf.
8. W. LARRABEE. Thairman.
Other dalic* please copy.
jc26td

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY KXXCLTF.0

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.
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